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CmVIPLAII\"

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Pay
Pak Stores, Inc. , a corporation , hereinafter sometimes referred to as
respondent, has violated and is now violating Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , and that a proceeding in respect thereof would
be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges
as fo1lows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Pay n Pak Stores, Inc. is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the la\\' s of the State
of Washington , with its office and principal place of business located at
1209 So. Central , Kent, Washington.

PAR. 2. A1l a1legations made in the present tense include the past

tense.
PAR. 3. Respondent owns and operates retail hardware , plumbing

and general merchandise stores in \Vashington, Idaho, Oregon

Montana, Alaska and other States in the United States. In the
operation of its retail stores , respondent offers and promotes for sale
and sells to its customers an extensive line of products , all of which are
referred to hereafter as " items." Hesponclent's sales for the year
ending February 28 , 1974 exceeded 50 milion dollars.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent causes
the shipment and distribution of various items from warehouses and
sellers locatecl in various States to its retail stores located in various
other States. Respondent transmits contracts , business correspond-

ence , monies and other documents among and betv,.reen its stores
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offices and divisions located in various States. Respondent dissemi-
nates advcrtisements in ne\\' spapers of interstate circulation. Respon-
dent maintains and at all times mentioned herein has maintained a

substantial course of trade in the distribution , advertising, offering for
sale and sale of the aforesaid items in or affecting commerce , as

commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid
respondent disseminates and causes to be disseminated certain
advertisements concerning the aforesaid items by various means
including but not limited to , advertisements in newspapers of general
and interstate circulation and other advertising media , for the purpose
of inducing and which are likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the
purchase of said items from respondent. :\any of the said advertise-
ments list, describe or depict various items and also contain statements
and representations concerning the prices , terms or conditions under
which said items would be offered for sale and sold to the public.

PAR. (-j. By disseminating the aforesaid aovertisements , respondent
represents directly or by implication that in those stores covered by

those advertisements, the items listed or depicted in such advertise-

ments would be or are:
A. Readily available for sale;
B. readily available for sale at or below the advertised prices; ano
C. sold to customers at or below the advertised price.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, in a number of respondent' s stores in the

State of Washington covered by the aforesaid advertisements , in the
t\vo or three day period following the date of the dissemination of the
advertised offers , a substantial number of items listed or depicted in
the said advertisements are:
A. Not readily available for sale;
B. not readily available for sale at or below the advertised prices; or
C. sold to customers at prices higher than the advertised prices.
The statements and representations as referred to herein are false

misleading and deceptive and respondent' s sale of items to customers
at prices higher than the advertised prices as described above is unfair.
Therefore, respondent is engaged in deceptive and unfair acts and
practices.

PAR. 8. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false , misleading,
unfair and deceptive statements , representations, acts and practices
has the capacity and tendency to mislead the purchasing public into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations
are true and to induce such persons to patronize respondent's stores
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and to purchase from respondent items other than the advertised items
and the advertised items at prices in excess of those advertised.

PAR. 9. By disseminating advertisements which announce a "store
wide clearanee

" "

more January clearance buys " a "pre invcntory sale
and similar phrases , and by faibng to segregate and identify in the
advertisements those items which arc not offered at reduced prices
respondent represents that all items listed and depicted are offered at
reduced prices.

PAIL 10. In truth and in fact, a substantial number of the items listed
and depicted in said advertisements are not offered at reduced prices.

PAR. I I. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false , misleading,
unfair and deceptive statements , representations , acts and practices as
described in Paragraphs ?\ine andlen has the capacity and tendency to
cause the purchasing public to believe that every item is at a reduced
price. Therefore , respondent is engaged in unfair and deceptive acts
and practices.

PAR. 12. In a substantial number of instances , respondent places
more than one sign at the location where an advertised item is
displayed in respondent' s retail stores. Such signs show different prices
for the advertised item such as the manufacturer s suggested price , the
regular price , the advertised price or a clearance price, or all of said

prIces.
PAR. 1:J. The use by respondent of more than one sign at the location

where an advertised item is displayed has the capacity and tendency to
confuse the purchasing pubJic about the price aLwhich the advertised
item wi1 be sold , and constitutes an unfair or deceptive act or practice.

r AR. 14. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent is in
substantial competition in commerce with corporations, partnerships
firms and individuals in the retail hanhvare , plumbing, electrical and
auto repair supply and sporting goods businesses.

r AR. 15. The acts and practices of respondent , as herein al1eged , are
all to the prejudice anel injury of the public and of respondent's

competitors , and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices and
unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce , in violation of
Section G of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.

DECISIOK A)lD ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in t.he caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter \'v'ith a

copy of a draft of complaint which the Seatte Regiona1 Offce proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
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by the Commission , would charge respondent with violation of the
Federal Trade Commission Act: and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the
respondent of al1 the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft
of complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as al1eged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission
Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty days , and having duly considered the comments filed
thereafter pursuant to Section 2.34(b) of its Rules , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Hules
the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the following
jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
A. Respondent Pay n Pak Stores , Inc. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Washington , with its office and principal place of business ocated at
1209 So. Central , Kent , Washington.
B. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That Pay n Pak Stores, Inc., a corporation, its

successors and assigns, its officers, agents, representatives and

employees , rlirectly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale
or distribution of hardware , plumbing, electrical anrl auto repair supply,
sporting goods, or other products in or affecting commerce , as

commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended , do forthwith cease and rlesist from representing orally, in
writing, visually or in any other manner, directly or by implication , that
any item is available for sale to the public at its stores at any price
unless:
A. Each advertised item is readily available for sale to customers in
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the pub1ic area of the store , or if not readily available there , a clear and
conspicuous notice is posted where the item is regularly displayed
which states that the item is in stock and may be obtained upon
request , and said item is made available upon request; and
B. At each location where an advertised item is displayed for sale

there is one, and only one sign or other conspicuous marking which
c1early discloses that the item is "as advertised" or Hon sale" or words
of similar import and meaning and the advertised price and , in addition
there may be only one other sign which states respondent's regular
price; and
C. If items comparable in function, type and kind, but not

necessarily in price , to the advertised item(s) are displayed and are

readily available on a self-service basis , the advertised item(s) must
also be displayed at the same location and when appropriate in a
comparable range of sizes , colors and styles; and
D. Each advertised item , excluding items which by their nature are

too small to be individually marked and items which are listed on
Attachment I as not being individually marked with a price in the
normal course of respondent's business, is individually and clearly

marked with the advertised price; and
E. Each advertised item is sold to customers at or below the

advertised price;
ovided That it shall not he deemed a violation of the above

subparagraphs A , D , or E , if respondent is complying with a specific
exception , limitation or restriction with respect to store , item , or price
which is clearly and conspicuously disclosed in all advertisements , or if
merchandise must be prepared according to the customer s specifica-

tions;
Provided , fnrther That it shall constitute a defense to a charge of

unavailability under subparagraph A. if respondent maintains and
furnishes or makes available for inspection and copying upon the
request of the Federal Trade Commission , such records and affidavits
as wil show that (a) the advertised items were ordered in adequate
time for delivery and were delivered to its stores in quantities
sufficient to meet reasonably anticipated demands , or (b) ordered items

were not delivered due to circumstances beyond respondent's control

and respondent , upon notice or knowledge of such nondelivery acted
immediately to contact the media to correct the advertisement or

proposed advertisement to reflect the limited availability or unavaila-
bilitv of each advertised item , and (c) respondent immediately offered
to c stomers on inquiry a "raincheck" entitling them at respondent
option to purchase the item in the near future at the advertised price or
a similar item of equal or better quality at the advertised price

, if
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available. If a "raincheck" is issued and the item does not become
avaiJabJe in the next 30 days , respondent wi1 then a!Jow the customer
to purchase a similar item of equal or better quality at the advertised
price , if available.

1 t is further ordered That Pay n Pak Stores , Inc. , a corporation , its
successors and assigns, its officers, agents, representatives and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device, shall , in any advertisement which offers both reduced
price and regular price items:

A. Clearly and conspicuously segregate and identify those items
which are not offered at reduced prices; and

B. Clearly and conspicuously qualify the "sale" or reduction
representation by a statement in immediate conjunction thereto in the
advertisement which indicates that all items advertised are not offered
a t red uced prices.

It is jlO'ther ordered That respondent cease and desist from
disseminating, or causing the dissemination of any advertisement by
any means which offers any items for sale at a stated price , unless the
advertisement contains a statement that: "Each of the advertised items
is required to be readily available for sale at or below the advertised
price in each Pay n Pak store , except as specifically noted in this ad
and a statement of the specific period during which the items win be
available at the advertised prices.

It is further ordered That from the date this order becomes final

respondent shan place notices during the effective period of each
printed advertisement which represents that any product is available
at respondent' s stores (a) at or near each door offering entrance to the
public in each retail stores; and (b) at or near each cash register or place

where customers pay f'oYmerchanclise. The notice shan contain the
following information:

NOTICE

A. A copy of the advertisement.
E. A statement that: "All items listed in the above advertisement

are required to be readily available for sale at or belo\\' the advertised
price , except as specifically noted in the above advertisement.
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C. A statement that: "If any advertised item that you wish to
purchase is unavailable , you will be entitled to a ' raincheck' which \vil
enable you to purchase the item at the advertised price in the near
future , or if the item does not become available in the next 30 days
then a similar item of equal or better quality at the advertised price , if
available.
D. A statement that: "If you have any questions , please speak to

the manager, department head or assistant manager.

It is further ordered That:
A. Respondent shall forthwith deliver a copy of this order to each

of its operating divisions and to each of its present and future officers
and other personnel in its organization down to the level of and

including assistant store managers who , directly or indirectly, have any
supervisory responsibilities with respect to individual retail stores of
respondent , or who are engaged in any aspect of preparation , creation
or placing of advertising, and that respondent secure a signed
statement acknowledging receipt of said order from each such person;
B. Respondent shall institute and maintain a program of continuing

surveilance adequate to reveal whether the business practices of each
of its retail stores conform to this order, and shall confer with any duly
authorized representative of the Commission pertaining to such
program when requested to do so by a duly authori7.ed representative
of the Commission;

C. Respondent shall , for a period of tv..ro (2) years subsequent to the
datc of service of the order:

1. I\laintain business records which show the efforts taken to insure
continuing compliance with the terms and provisions of this order

including but not limited to duplicates of all rainchecks issued;
2. Grant any duly authorized representative of the Federal Trade

Commission access to all such business records;
3, Furnish to the Federal Trade Commission copies of such records

which are requested by any of its duly authorized representatives.
D. Hespondent shall , all other provisions of this order notwith-

standing, on or before each of the first two (2) anniversary dates of

service of the order, file with the Commission a report , in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied
\vith this order in the preceding year.

It is further onler' That respondent shall notify the Commission at

216- 96g O- LT - 77 - 8
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least thirty clays prior to any dissolution , assignment or sale resulting
in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution
of subsidiaries , or any other change in the respondent which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.

VII

It IS jio,thel' m'del'ed That respondent shall , within sixty clays after
service upon it of this order , file with the Commission a written report
setting forth in detail the manner and form of its compliance with this
order.

ATTACHMENT I

Items which are 0) preparect according to customer specification , 01' (2) delivered
directly to tne customer from tne non-public areas of tne store and sold on invoice. Items
which are delivered directly to the customer from non-publil' areas of the store include
but are not necessarily limited to , the follo\\'ing:

Fluorescent light fixtures
Laundr:l tubs

Fiberglass paneling (corrugated)

Sliding aluminum windows
:Ylicrowave ovens
":lajor appliances
a. electric and gas ranges

refrigerators
c. dishwashers

hot water iwatcrs
Franklin , conical and zero-ciearance fireplaces

Insulation - in rolls
Paneling (wood finish wall paneling)
Plasterboard - (referred to as sheetrock)
Bath tubs
Showc,' stalls - steel or fiberglas

:Yleciicine cabinets
Toilet
Roofing material
Fencing material
Tents
Storm and creen doOl'

Bi-fold doors
Pre- hung dool'
Pool tables

Ceiling tile
Bath,' oom vanities

(i.

10.

12,

1 :

18.

19.

20.

21.

2:2
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1)/ THE :vA TTER OF

ARGONAuT INVESTMENTS , INC. , ET AL.

COK'SE;.T ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND TRUTH IN LENDING

ACTS

Docket 

(;-

2781. Compluin! )(1'/. If) , ID76 Deci.qi(Jn, ./an. 1.9 , 1976

Consent order requiring a Hollywood , Calif. , mortgage loan broker , among othej'
things to cease violating the Truth in Lending Act by failing to disclose to
consumers , in connection with the ( '\tension of consumer credit , such information
as required by Regulation Z of the said Act.

Appearu' nces

For the Commission: Robert C. Arnador.
For the respondents: E)'Win I. Grant Hollywood , Calif.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Truth in Lending Act and the
implementing regulation promulgated thereunder, and of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Argonaut Investments , Inc. , a corporation , and Barney Lieberman and
Frank Wiliams , individually and as officers of said corporation
hereafter sometimes referred to as respondents, have violated the

provisions of said Acts , and the implementing regulation promulgated
under the Truth in Lending Act , and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Argonaut Investments , Inc. is a corpora-
tion organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of California with its principal office and place of
husiness located at 1680 :-orth Vine St., Suite :,09, Hollywood
California.

Respondents Barney Lieberman and Frank Wiliams are officers of
the corporate respondent. They formulate , direct, and control the acts
and practices of the corporate respondent including the ads and
practices hereinafter set forth. Their address is the same as that of the
corporate respondent.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have been
engaged in the business of arranging for the extension of consumer
credit through the operation of a mortgage brokerage business , which
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generally arranges , for a fee , for investors to lend money to consumers
using real property for security for the performance of the obligation
arising out of the transaction.

PAR. 3. In the ordinary course and conduct of their business as

aforesaid , respondents regularly arrange for the extension of consumer
credit, as "arrange for the extension of credit" and "consumer credit"
are defined in Section 226.2 of Regulation Z, the implementing
regulation of the Truth in Lending Act , duly promulgated by the Board
of' Governors of' the Federal Heserve System.

PAR. 4. Subsequent to .J uly 1 , 1969 , in the ordinary course of business
as aforesaid , respondents have provided customers with credit cost
disclosure statements which fail to disclose the annual percentage rate
computed accurately to the nearest quarter of one percent , as is
required by Section 226.5(b) of Regulation Z.

PAR. 5. By and through the use of respondents' real estate loan

agreement, a security interest, as " security interest" is defined in
Section 226.2(z) of Regulation Z , is or wil1 be retained or acquired in
real property \vhich is used or expected to be used as the principal
residence of the respondents ' customers. Respondents ' retention or
acquisition of such security interest in said real property thereby

entitles their credit customers to be given the right to rescind that
transaction until midnight of the third business day fol1owing the
consummation of the transaction or the date of delivery of all the
disclosures required by Regulation Z , whichever is later.
Respondents have in some instances failed to give their credit

customers the right to rescind until midnight of the third business day
following the consummation of the transaction or the date of delivery
of all disclosures , whichever is later , and have failed to set forth the
effect of rescission" in the rescission notice to their customers as

required by Sections 226.9(a) and (h).
Further , respondents have caused or permitted the disbursement of

money, other than in escrow , prior to the expiration of the three-day
rescission period. Respondents ' failure to refrain from disbursing any
money, other than in escrow , pursuant to rescindable contracts before
the rescission period has expired is in violation of' Section 226.9(c) of
Itegulation Z.

PAR. G. Subsequent to July 1 , 1969 , in the ordinary course of business
as aforesaid, respondents have caused or attempted to cause, a

customer to modify or waive his right to rescind a transaction subject
to Section 226.9 of Regulation Z by and through the use of a preprinted
form entitled J.Votice of NonexerC'se of Right to Rescission in violation

of Section 226.9(e) of Regulation Z.
PAR 7. Subsequent to July 1 , 1969 , in the ordinary course of business
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as aforesaid , respondents have provided customers with additional
information or explanation which is stated , utilzed , or placed so as to
mislead or confuse the customer or ('ontradict , obscure, or detract
attention from the information required by Section 226.9 of Regulation
Z by and through the use of respondents ' preprinted form entitled
Noiice of NoneXCTcise of Ri,ght ( f Rescission. Said use of such

inconsistent disclosures is a violation of Secbon 226.6(c) of Regulation

PAR. 8. By and through the acts and practices set forth above

respondents have failed and are now failng to comply with the
requirements of Regulation Z , the implementing regulation of the

Truth in Lending Act, duly promulgated by the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System. Pursuant to Section l03(q) of the Truth in
Lending Act, respondents ' aforesaid failures to comply with the
provisions of Regulation Z constitute violations of that Act and
pursuant to Section lOR thereof, respondents have thereby violated the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISJOK AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with the
copy of a draft of complaint which the Los Angeles Regional Office

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation
of the Federal Trade Commission Act , the Truth in Lending Act and
the implementing regulation promulgated thereunder; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the
respondents of' aU the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission
Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its charges in
that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed consent

agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for a period
of sixty (GO) clays, now in further conformity with the procedure

prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Hules , the Commission hereby issues
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its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters
the following order:

1. Respondent Argonaut Investments , Inc. is a corporation organ-
ized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of California , \vith its office and principal place of business
located at 1680 1\ orth Vine St. , Suite 309 , Hollywood , California.

Respondents Barney Lieberman and Frank Winiams are officers of
said corporation. They formulate , direct and control the poEcies , acts
and practices of said corporation , and their principal office and place of
business is located at the above-stated address.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Argonaut Investments, Inc., a

corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and Barney
Lieberman and Frank Wiliams , individually and as officers of said
corporation , ami respondents ' agents , representatives and employees
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device
in connection with any extension of, or arrangement for the extension

, consumer credit as "consumer credit" is defined in Regulation Z(l2
9226) of the Truth in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90-321 , 15 USe.

91601 , et seq.

), 

do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Failing to compute and disclose the annual percentage rate

accurately to the nearest quarter of one percent, as required by

Sections 226.5(b) and 226.8(b)(2) of Regulation Z.
2. Failing, in any transaction in which a security interest is or wil

be retained or acquired in any real property which is used or is
expected to be used as the principal residence of the customer, to
provide each customer with two copies of the notice of the right to
rescind , as set forth in Section 226.9 of Regulation Z , in the form and
manner specified by Section 226.9(h) of Regulation Z.

8. Causing or permitting the disbursement of any monies , other
than in escrow , until after the rescission period has expired , as required
by Section 226.9(c)(1) of Regulation Z.

4. Causing or permitting a customer to modify or waive his right to
rescind a transaction subject to Section 226.9 of Regulation Z , unless:

(a) the extension of credit is needed in order to meet a bona fide
immediate personal financial emergency of the customer;

(h) the customer has determined that a delay of three (3) business
days in performance of the respondents ' obligation under the transac-
tion wil jeopardize the \velfare , health or safety of natural persons or
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endanger property which the customer owns or for which he is
responsible; and

(c) the customer furnishes the respondents with a separate dated and
signed personal statement describing the situation requiring immediate
remedy and modifying or \vaiving his right of rescission.
5. Causing or requiring a customer to execute any document that

indicates , expressly or by implication, that said customer s right of

rescission period as set forth by Section 226.9(a) of Regulation Z has
expired and the creditor may proceed with his obligation.

6. Failing, in any transaction in which respondents retain or acquire
a security interest in real property which is used or expected to be used
as the principal resiclence of the customer, to comply with all

requirements regarding the right of rescission set forth in Section 226.
of Regulation Z.

7. Failing in any consumer credit transaction to make all disclosures
determined in accordance with Sections 226.4 and 226.5 of Regulation Z
at the time and in the manner, form , and amount required by Sections
226.6 and 226.8 of Regulation Z.

It is tnrther ordered That the respondent corporation shall forthwith
distribute a copy of thi order to each of its operating divisions and to
all present and future personnel of respondent engaged in the

consummation of any extension of consumer credit , and that respon-
dents secure a signed statement acknowledging receipt of said order
from each such person.

It is further oTdeTed That the responclents notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.

It is further ordered That the individual respondents named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of their present
business or employment and of their affiliation with a new business or
employment. Such notice sha1l include respondents ' current business
address and a statement as to the nature of the business or

employment in which they are engaged as well as the description of
their duties and responsibilities.

it is fu),ther orde)" That the respondents herein shall within sixty
(60) days after service upon them of this order ' file with the
Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which they have complied with this order.
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It- THE MATTER OF

FRED MEYER , INC.

COI\SE;.T ORDER, ETC. , iN REGAHD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 A:'D 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-2782 . CO/llp/aili! , Jcw. :lU, 1!J7(j- Decisioil , J(U!. :l0, 1976

Consent order requiring a \Vest Coast retail food and gl'neralline merchandise store
chain operating in Oregon , \Vashington and Montana , among other thing:; to
cease misrepresenting the availability of merchandise; and misrepresenting the
price at which merchandise may be purchasecl. Further . respondent is required
to prominently clispla:y the location and price of items advertised below the
regular price and to post a notice to cor, sumers and a copy of the advertisement
near entl-ances to its stores: and to issue rainchecks for any advertised items
temporarily out of stock.

Appea)' ances

For the Commission: Dennis J.l1cFeely and Sarah J. Hughes.
For the respondent: Robert L. Ridgley, Davies , Biggs , Straye)' , Stoel

& Holey, Portland , Oreg.

COMPLAI:-T

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Fred :\1eyer, Inc. , a
corporation, hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondent, has
violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:

COUNT I

Alleging violations of Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Fred Meyer, Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Oregon , with its principal office and place of business
located at 3800 S.E. 22nd , Portland , Oregon.

PAR. 2. All allegations made in the present tense include the past
tense.

PAR. 3. Hespondent is engaged in the operation of a chain of retail
stores selling food, drug, variety and other general merchandise.

Respondent operates such stores in Oregon , Montana and Washington.
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The volume of its retail business has been and is substantial. In the
operation of its retail stores , respondent offers and promotes for sale to
its customers , and sells to its customers an extensive line of products
including " food " as that term is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , groceries , drugs , household articles , apparel , paint
hardware and other general merchandise , all of which are sometimes
referred to hereafter as " items. " :Vlany of the said items are purchased
from numerous suppliers located throughout the United States.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid
respondent causes , directly and indirectly, the aforesaid items to be
shipped and distributed from manufacturing and processing plants or
from other sources of supply to its warehouses and distribution centers
or retail stores located in States other than the State of origination

distribution or storage of said items. Respondent maintains a substan-
tial course of trade in the distribution, advertising, offering for sale and
sale of the aforesaid items in or having an effect on commerce, as

commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid
respondent disseminates, and causes the dissemination of, certain
advertisements concerning the aforesaid items by various means in or
having an effect on commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended , including but not limited to
advertisements in ne,\'spapers of general and interstate circulation and
other advertising media , for the purpose of inducing and which are
Jikely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of said items from
respondent; and respondent disseminates , and causes the dissemination

, advertisements concerning said items by various means , including
but not limited to the aforesaid media, for the purpose of inducing and
which are likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase from
respondent of the said items in or having an effect on commerce , as
commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as

amended. IVIany of the said advertisements list or depict the aforesaid
items and also contain statements and representations concerning the

price or terms at which said items would be offered for sale. Many of
the aforesaid advertisements contain further direct and express

statements and representations concerning the time periods during
which the offers would be in effect and the locations of respondent's
stores at which the offers would be made.

PAR. 6. Through the use of such advertisements being disseminated

in various areas of \Vashington , Oregon and :Vlontana served by
respondent' s retail stores, respondent represents directly or by
implication that in those stores covered by such advertisements
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throughout the effective periods of the advertised offers , the consumer
would he charged for the items listed or depicted in such advertise-
ments a price equal to or below the advertised price.

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact , in a significant number of respondent
retail stores located in the Portland , Oregon-Vancouver , Washington
metropolitan areas and the Tacoma, Washington area in which the
aforesaid advertisements are disseminated , in stores covered by such
advertisements , during the effective periods of the advertised offers , in
a substantial number of instances the consumer is charged a price
higher than the advertised price. Therefore, the statements and

representations as referred to in Paragraph Six , are misleading and
deceptive , and where food , drugs , devices or cosmetics are advertised
each of such advertisements is misleading in material respects and
constitutes a "false advertisement " as that Lerm is defined in the

Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 8. By disseminating or causing the dissemination of advertise-

ments which offer or present for sale items at specific prices, as
aforesaid , and during the effective periods of such advertised offers at
a number of stores covered by said advertisements , by charging the
consumer prices which are higher than the advertised prices on said
items , respondent is engaged in unfair acts and practices.

PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of its business , and at all times
referred to herein, respondent is in substantial competition in
commerce with corporations , partnerships , firms and individuals sellng
the same types of products as respondent.
PAR. 10. The use by respondent of the aforesaid unfair, false

misleading and deceptive statements , representations , acts and prac-
tices , including the dissemination of the aforesaid "false advertise-
ments " has the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the said
statements and representations are true , and to induce such persons to
go to respondent' s stores and to purchase from respondent substantial
quantities of the advertised items at prices in excess of the advertised

prices and substantial quantities of items other than the advertised

items.
PAIL 11. The acts and practices as aforesaid , and the dissemination by

respondent of the false advertisements, as aforesaid, are all to the

prejudice and injury of the public and of respondent s competitors and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in or having an effect on commerce in
violation of Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended.
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COUNT II

Alleging violation of the Federal Trade Commission Trade Regula-
tion Rule Concerning Retail Food Store Advertising and Ylarketing
Practices (16 G.F. R. 9424).

PAIL 12. The allegations of Paragraphs One , Two , Three , Four , Five
and Nine , respectively, of Count I hereof are incorporated by reference
in Count II as if set forth verbatim.
PAR. 13. The Federal Trade Commission, pursuant to the Federal

Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 941 et seq. and the
provisions of Subpart B , Part 1 , of the Commission s Procedures and

Rules of Practice , 16 C. R. 91.I et seq. conducted a proceeding for
the promulgation of a trade regulation rule regarding retail food store
advertising and marketing practices. Notice of this proceeding,
including a proposed rule , was pubJished in the Federal Register 

l' ovember 14 , 1969 (34 F. R. 18252). Thereafter, the Commission duly
published and promulgated the Trade Regulation Rule Concerning

Retail Food Store Advertising and Marketing Practices on May 31
1971 , effective July 12 , 1971 , 16 C. R. 9424. 1 (1973).

PAR. 14. Respondent is a member of the retail food store industry,
and its acts and practices in connection with the sale and offering for

sale of food and grocery products and other merchandise are subject to
the jurisdiction of Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and are v.dthin the intent and meaning of, and are subject to , the
provisions of the aforesaid trade regulation rule.

PAR. 15. I n connection with its aforesaid advertisements , respondent
in a substantial number of instances , fails to comply with Paragraph (2)
of the trade regulation rule by offering items for sale at stated prices
by means of advertisements disseminated in areas served by a
significant number of its stores which were covered by such advertise-
ments and by failing to charge the consumer the advertised price or a
lower price for a substantial number of such advertised products. In
fact, the respondent is , in some instances , charging the consumer prices
higher than the advertised prices , thereby failing to make said
advertised items readily available for sale at or below the advertised
prIces.

PAR. 16. Respondent's aforesaid violations of the Trade Regulation
I\ule Concerning l\etail Food Store Advertising and Marketing
Practices constitute violations of Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 17. The acts and practices as aforesaid are to the prejudice and

injury of the public and constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices
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in or having an effect on commerce in violation
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.

of Section 5 of the

DECISIO)I AND ORDEn

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Seattle Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission , would charge respondent with violation of the
Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the
respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft
of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission
Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has

violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty days , and having duly considered the comments filed
thereafter pursuant to Section 2.34 of its Rules , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules
the Commission hereby issues its complaint, makes the following
jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
A. Respondent Fred Meyer , Inc. is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Oregon with its office and principal place of business located at 3800

E. 22nd , Portland , Oregon.
B. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It i8 ordered That respondent Fred 1eyer, Inc. , a corporation , its
successors or assigns , its officers , agents , representatives , and employ-
ees , directly, or through any corporate subsidiary, as defined below , or
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through any division or other device, shall, in connection with the

advertising, offering for sale , or sale of food , drug, variety, and other
merchandise offered or sold in its retailstores , hereinafter sometimes
referred to as items, in or having an effect on commerce, as
commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as

amended:
Cease and desist from directly or indirectly disseminating or causing

the dissemination of any advertisement by any means which offers any
items for sale at a stated price , unless throughout the effective period
of the advertised offer at each retail store covered by the advertise
ment:

1. There is a sign or other conspicuous marking at the place where
an item advertised below regular shelf price is displayed for sale
clearly disclosing that the item is "as advertised " or "on sale " or words
of similar import as appropriate, and disclosing on such sign or
marking, the advertised price;

2. Each ad vertised item which respondent usually and customarily

individually marks with a price is individually, clearly, and conspicuous-
ly marked with the advertised price;
3. Each advertised item is sold to customers at or below the

advertised price;
Provided That it shall not be deemed a violation of the above

subparagraphs 1. , 2. , and 3. , if respondent is complying with a specific
exemption , limitation , or restriction with respect to store, item

quantity, or price which is clearly and conspicuously disclosed in all
advertisements.

PrO?)-ided , further That in stores equipped with optical scanning

devices \vhich electronically "read" an identification code marked on
the packaging of items , which transmit the information to a computer
which then transmits the correct price of the items to an electronic cash
register where the price is displayed so it is visible to the customer and
where the item and price are printed on the cash register tape , the
items need not be pricemarked in any additional manner; but this
proviso wil not be applicable unless respondent clearly and conspicu-

ously posts the advertised prices of such items at the point of display
and is in compliance with Section 1(3) hereof.

The Commission recognizes that technical per se violations of Section
I of this order are inevitable. Therefore, in determining compliance
with Section I of this order, the Commission wil consider the

circumstances surrounding failure to mark the advertised items

conspicuously or to sell them at or below the advertised prices due to
circumstances beyond respondent's control. Further, both parties
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recognize that the second proviso to Section I is limited solely to the
purpose of this proceeding.

Definition of "corporate subsidiary:" All corporate subsidiaries
except those corporate grocery retailers wherein respondent has
obtained shares of stock solely to protect past due accounts receivable

owing to respondent or to provide as security for promissory notes for
monetary advances to purchase real estate , fixtures , and inventory;
wherein respondent has provided a contractual right to manage the
corporation to a person not an employee of respondent; and wherein
respondent exercises no operational control over the grocery retailer.

It is further ordered That respondent Fred Meyer, Inc. , a corpora-
tion , its successors or assigns , its officers , agents , representatives , and
employees , directly, through any corporate subsidiary, as defined
above , or through any division or other device , shall cease and desist
from disseminating or causing to be disseminated , any advertisement
which contains any of the offers prohibited by Section I of this order:
A. By United States mails , or in or having an effect upon commerce

by any means, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended , for the purpose of inducing, or which is
likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of food , grocery
products , or other items of merchandise covered by Section 12 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act which are offered for sale or sold in its
retail stores;

B. By any means , for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to
induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase in or having an effect upon
commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, as amended, of food, grocery products, or other items of
merchandise covered by Section 12 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act which are offered for sale or sold in its retail stores.

It is jicrther ordered That, throughout each advertised sale period in
each of its retail stores covered by an advertisement, respondent shall
post conspicuously (1) at or near the place where customers pay for
items , and (2) in such location or locations as is reasonably ca1culated to
catch the attention of each person who enters the retail store , a notice
which contains the follO\ving:
A. A copy of the advertisement.
B. A statement that:
All items advertised are readily available for sale at or below advertised price exct'p':

as specifically noted in this ad. Eainchecks wil be gladly issued for any advertised items
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temporarily out of stock that wili enable you to purchase those items at or bclo\\' the
advertised price in the near future If you have any questions, the department manag-e'
wilJ be glad to assist you

1 t 'is further ordeTed That respondent sha1l cause the follO\ving
statement to be clearly and conspicuously set forth in each advertise-
ment which represents that items are available for sale at a stated price
in any of its retail stores: "Each of these advertised items must be
readily available for sale at or below the advertised price in each Fred
Meyer store , except as specifically noted in this ad.

It ':8 further rrrdered That:
A. Respondent shall forthwith deliver a copy of this order to each

of its operating divisions and to each of its present and future officers
and other personnel in its organization down to the level of and

including assistant store managers who , directly or indirectly, have any
supervisory responsibilities with respect to individual retail stores of
respondent, or who are engaged in any aspect of prepalation , creation
or placing of advertising, and that respondent shall secure a signed

statement acknowledging receipt of said order from each such person;
B. Respondent shall institute and maintain a program of continuing

surveilance adequate to reveal whether the business practices of each
of its retail stores conform to this order, and shall confer with any duly
authorized representative of the Commission pertaining to such
program when requested to do so by a duly authorized representative
of the Commission;

C. Respondent shall , for a period of three (3) years subsequent to
the date of this order:

1. :\laintain business records which show the efforts taken 
ensure continuing compliance with the terms and provisions of this
order, except that magnetic tapes need be retained for six months only;
2. Grant any duly authorized representative of the Federal Trade

Commission aLcess to all such business records; and
3. Furnish to the Federal Trade Commission copies of such records

which are requested by any of its duly authorized representatives.
D. Respondent shall , all other provisions of this order notwith-

standing, on or before each of the first three (3) anniversary dates of
this order, file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order in
the preceding year. The anniversary dates of the order shall be based
upon the original date of service of the order upon respondent.
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It is fUi'U el' Qnlei' ecl That respondent shall notify the Commission at
least thirty days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent, such as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the respondent which may affect
comp1iance obligations arising out of this order.

VII

It is fu,Tther ordered That respondent shall , within sixty days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission , a vaitten report
setting forth in detail the manner and form of its compliance with this
order.
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IN THE !vA TTER OF

THE AI\ACO:JDA CmlPAI\Y

CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , It- REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO ACT A D SEC. 7 OF THE

CLA YTON ACT

Docket 8994. Complainl , Sept. 201 , 1.97.4-Decision, Jan. 2.1, 7.976

Consent order requiring a New York City manufacturer and seller of primary metals
and wire mill products to divest itself of the stock and assets of Systems Wire
and Cable , Inc. , a manufacturer of semiflexible coaxial cable within two years of
service upon them of this order. Further, respondent is prohibited from
acquiring, for a period of ten (0) years , the stock or assets of any firm eng-aged

in the manufacture of semiflexible coaxial cable without prior F. C. approval.

Appearances

For the Commission: Charles W. Corddry, III and Paul N. Kane.

For the respondent: Zachary Sh1:mer, Chadbourne , Parke , Whiteside
& Wolff, New York City.

CO:\PLAIKT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that The
Anaconda Company, a corporation subject to the jurisdiction of the
Commission , has acquired all the stock of Systems Wire & Cable , Inc. , a
corporation , in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended (16

C. SI8), and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended (15 U. C. S45), and that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest , hereby issues this complaint, pursuant
to Section 11 of the Clayton Act (15 U. C. S21) and Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act (I5 U. C. S45 (b)), stating its charges
as follows:

DEFI ITlOr-S

For the purpose of this complaint the following definitions shall
apply:

(a) Coaxial cable is cable consisting of a metal center conductor
surrounded by an insulating material, or dielectric , and encased in a
metal outer conductor which has a common axis with the center
conductor. Coaxia1 cable is often coated by a po1yethylene jacket or

other protective covering.

(b) Serniflex' ible coaxial cable is coaxial cable sold on reels in

216- 969 O-LT - 77 - 9
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standard lengths of 2 000 feet and longer, with outer conductors of

seamless , welded , wrapped or folded metal tubing, and outer diameters
1 inch or smaller.

RESPONDENT

2. Respondent , The Anaconda Company (hereinafter "Anaconda
is now , and was at the time of the acquisition hereinafter set forth , a
corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Montana, with its principal office and place of business
located at 25 Broadway, New York, New York.

8. In 1972 Anaconda had revenues of over $1 bilion and assets of
$1.6 bilion. In that year it was the 188th largest publicly held industrial
corporation in the nation in total sales and revenues and ranked 69th in
assets.
4. Anaconda, prior to and following the acquisition hereinafter set

forth, was and is a large vertically integrated corporation with
numerous subsidiaries and affiliates. Anaconda is the third largest
producer of copper, and , through a wholly-owned suhsidiary, is among
the ten largest producers of aluminum , in the United States. Principal
products manufactured and sold by Anaconda and its subsidiaries
include primary metals and wire mill products. Anaconda represents
itself as having the resources and capabilty in the wire and cable
industry to process materials from "mine-to-consumer.
5. Anaconda Wire and Cable Company (hereinafter "Anaconda

W &C") was at the time of the acquisition hereinafter set forth a
corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Delaware. Anaconda W &C at the time of the acquisition
hereinafter set forth was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Anaconda and
was operated under the direction and control of Anaconda. Anaconda
W&C was merged into Anaconda on or about December 28 1972 and is
now a division of Anaconda. Anaconda W &C , prior to and following the
acquisition hereinafter set forth , manufactured and sold wire mil
products including semiflexible coaxial cable.

6. At all times relevant herein , Anaconda and Anaconda W&C sold
and shipped their products in interstate commerce throughout the
nited States, and were and are now engaged in commerce as

commerce " is defined in the Clayton and Federal Trade Commission
Acts.
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SYSTEMS WIRE & CABLE , I

7. Prior to the acquisition hereinafter set forth , Systems Wire &
Cable , Inc. (hereinafter "Systems ) was a corporation organized and
existing under and hy virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware , with
its principal office and place of business located at 3500 South 30th St.
Phoenix , Arizona.
8. In 1972 , Systems had revenues of approximately $5 milion and

assets of approximately $2 milion.
9. Incorporated in 1969, Systems was , prior to the acquisition

hereinafter set forth, an aggressive, independent and profitable
company. In 1972 , approximately 60 percent of Systems ' sales were of
semiflexible coaxial cable manufactured by it.

10. At all times relevant herein , Systems sold and shipped its
products in interstate commerce throughout the United States , and
was and is now engaged in commerce as "commerce " is defined in the
Clayton and Federal Trade Commission Acts.

THE ACQvrSITIOK

II. On or about December 27 1972 , Anaconda W&C , acting under
the direction and control of Anaconda and pursuant to an agreement
with the shareholders of Systems , acquired all of the outstanding stock
of Systems. To consummate the acquisition , Anaconda issued 165 000
shares of Anaconda common stock at an approximate value of $3 million
to the shareholders of Systems. The acquisition was negotiated and
consummated in commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

TRADE A D COMMERCE

12. The relevant geographic market is the United States as a whole.
13. The relevant product market is the manufacture and sale of

semiilexible coaxial cabJe. Rigid coaxial cable is coaxial cable having an
air dielectric which is sold in straight pieces , 20 feet or less in length
with outer diameters of 7/H inch or more , and which is not designed to
be bent. Flexible coaxial cable is coaxial cable with a metallic braid or

foiJ outer conductor which permits a smaller bending radius than does
the outer conductor tubing of semiflexible coaxial cable. Because of
differences in manufacturers . production facilities , prices, customers
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characteristics and uses and on the basis of industry recognition
semiflexible coaxial cable is readily distinguishable from flexible and
rigid coaxial cable.

14. Sales of semiflexible coaxial cahle in the United States are

substantial , amounting to approximately $28 million in 1972.

15. The primary user of semiflexible coaxial cable is the cable
television industry, which has grown from 70 systems with 14 000

subscribers in 1952 to 2 750 systems and 5.9 mi1ion subscribers in 1972.
;.ew subscribers were added at a rate of 80 000 per month in 1972 , and
industry revenues were about 8350 milion.

16. Concentration in the manufacture and sale of semif1exible
coaxial cable is high, with the four and eight top ranking firms

accounting in 1972 for more than 75 percent and 96 percent of domestic
sales , respectively. In that year, 10 firms were engaged in the
manufacture and sale of semiflexible coaxial cable in the United States.

17. Entry into the manufacture and sale of semiflexible coaxial

cable is difficult, requiring large financial resources , sophisticated
technological skills , precise quality control and an effective distribution
system. Few firms possess such prerequisites for entry.
18. In 1972, Anaconda W &C was the sixth ranked domestic

producer of semiflexible coaxial cable with sales of $1.61 mi1ion. In that
year , Anaconda W &C accounted for approximately 5.8 percent of total
domestic sales of semiflexible coaxial cable.

19. In 1972 , Systems was the fourth ranked domestic producer of
semiflexible coaxial cable with sales of $3.02 million. In that year

Systems accounted for approximately 11.1 percent of total domestic
sales of semiflexible coaxial cable.

20. As a result of the aforesaid acquisition , Anaconda W &C became

the third ranking firm in the semiflexible coaxial cable market
accounting for approximately 16.9 percent of total domestic sales of

semiflexible coaxial cable as of the end of 1972. As a result of such

acquisition, concentration among the top four firms in the relevant

market increased from 75.8 percent to 81.6 percent.
21. Prior to the aforesaid acquisition , Anaconda W &C and Systems

\vere substantial and actual competitors in the manufacture and sale of
semiflexible coaxial cable.

EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITIOK

22. The effect of the aforesaid acquisition may be substantially to
lessen competition or to tend to create a monopoly in the manufacture
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and sale of semiflexible coaxial cable throughout the United States in
the following ways , among others:

a. Substantial actual competition between Anaconda and Systems
has been eliminated;
b. The restraining influence of Systems as a substantial , independ-

ent competitor has been eliminated;

c. Concentration in the manufacture and sale of semiflexible coaxial
cable has been increased to the detriment of actual as well as potential
competition;
d. Additional mergers and acquisitions in the relevant market may

be encouraged;
e. The combination of Anaconda W&C and Systems may so increase

Anaconda s manufacturing and sales capability in the relevant market
as to provide it with a decisive competitive advantage in the relevant
market to the detriment of actual and potential competition.

VII

THE VIOLATIOI\' S CHARGED

23. The acquisition by Anaconda W &C , acting under the direction
and control of Anaconda, of Systems constitutes a violation of Section 7
ofthe Clayton Act , as amended (I5 U.sC. 918).
24. The acquisition by Anaconda W &C , acting under the direction

and control of Anaconda , of Systems constitutes an unfair method of
competition in commerce and an unfair act or practice in commerce 

violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
amended (I5 U. C. 945).

DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having issued its complaint charging that the
respondent named in the caption hereof has violated the provisions of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended (I5 U.
945) and Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended (I5 U. C. 918); and

Respondent and complaint counsel, by joint motion filed June 18
1975 , having moved to have the matter withdrawn from adjudication
for the purpose of submitting an executed consent agreement; and

The Commission , by order issued July 8 , 1975 , having withdrawn this
matter from adjudication pursuant to Section 8.25(c) of its Rules; and

The executed agreement containing a consent order, an admission by
respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the complaint, a
statement that the signing of said agreement is for settlement purposes
only and does not constitute an admission by respondent that the law
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has been violated as al1eged in the complaint, and waivers and other
provisions as required by the Commission s !lules; and

The Commission having considered and provisionally accepted the
agreement, and the agreement containing consent order having
thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of sixty (GO)

days , and no public comments having been received , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescrihed in Section ;i.25(d) of its
Rules, the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the fol1owing order:

1. Respondent , The Anaconda Company, is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Montana, with its office and principal place of business located at 25
Broadway, Ne\v York ew York.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That, subject to the prior approval of the Federal Trade
Commission , respondent, through its officers , directors , agents , repre-
sentatives and employees shall , as soon as possible , and in any event
within two (2) years from the date of service upon it of this order
divest absolutely and in good faith , all assets , properties , rights and
privileges , tangible and intangible , presently owned or control1ed by or
hereafter assigned to Systems Wire and Cable, Inc. (excluding,
however , receivables and inventories and any equipment, machinery, or
other property presently located at nome , New York) including but not
limited to the plant operated by respondent and located at 3500 South

30th St. , Phoenix , Arizona (hereinafter the "Plant ) and all machinery,
equipment and other property of whatever description located at the
Plant and all customer lists , trade names , trademarks and good wil
acquired as a result of its acquisition of Systems Wire and Cable Inc.
and al1 additions and improvements thereto of whatever description
(hereinafter " Systems ), to a person , firm or corporation wiling and
able to operate the business now operated by Systems as a separate
independent and viable going concern in the manufacture and sale of
semiflexible coaxial cable; pTovided , however that if by the end of said
two (2) year period respondent, after having made bona fide efforts to
do so , has been unable to make such divestiture to a person , firm or
corporation acceptable to the Federal Trade Commission then respon-
dent shall be relieved of its obligation hereunder to make such
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divestiture , and shall be free to dismantle the Plant and dispose of it Dr
any part thereof.

It is fierther ordered That , if respondent is unable to sell or dispose of
Systems for cash , nothing in this order shall be deemed to prohibit
respondent from retaining, accepting and enforcing in good faith any
security interest therein , not to exceed five (5) years in duration , for
the sole purpose of securing to respondent ful1 payment of the price
with interest, at which Systems is sold or disposed of; provided
hou' e?)er that if after a good faith divestiture of Systems pursuant to
this order , respondent reacquires any of the divested assets by virtue
of such security interest , respondent shall redivest such assets within
six (6) months subject to the terms of Paragraph I of this order.

1 t is further ordered That none of the assets, rights or privileges to
be divested pursuant to Paragraph I above, shall be transferred
directly or indirectly, to anyone who at the time of such divestiture is
an officer, director, employee, or agent of, or under the control
direction or influence of respondent or any of its subsidiaries or
affiliated corporations , or \\7ho O\vns or controls more than one (1)
percent of the outstanding shares of respondent s capital stock.

It -is f (rther ordered That pending divestiture , respondent shall not
make any changes , other than in the ordinary course of business , or
permit any deterioration in Systems which may impair its capacity for
the manufacture , distribution or sale of semiflexible coaxial cable;

provided , however that nothing in this order shall prevent respondent
from exercising reasonable business judgment with respect to conduct-
ing the business and operations of Systems pending divestiture
including the discontinuance of all operations at the Plant.

It ,is ji,crther orde/'ed That respondent shall cease and desist for the
period beginning on the date of service of this order and ending ten (10)
vears thereafter from acquiring, directly or indirectly, without prior
;pproval of the Federal Trade Commission , one (1) percent or more of
the stock or other share capital , of any domestic concern , corporate or
non-corporate , which is engaged in the manufacture in the enited
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States of semiflexible coaxial cable , or capital assets from such a
concern pertaining to the manufacture of such cable.

It is fUTthel' ordered That respondent shall within sixty (60) days
after date of service of this order , and every sixty (60) days thereafter
until respondent has fully complied with the provisions of Paragraphs I
and IV of this order, submit in writing to the Federal Trade
Commission a verified report setting forth in detaiJ the manner and
form in which respondent has endeavored to comply \vith such
provisions. All compliance reports shall include , among other things
that are from time to time required, a summary of contracts or
negotiations with anyone for the property and assets specified in
Paragraph I of this order and the identity of all such persons and copies
of all written communications to and from such persons. Respondent
shall within one (I) year from the date of service of this order, and
every year thereafter until respondent has fully complied with the
provisions of Paragraph V of this order , submit in writing to the
Federal Trade Commission a verified report setting forth the manner
and form in which respondent has complied with Paragraph V of this
order.

VII

It is jilTthe' r ordered That respondent notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , or any other proposed change in
the corporation , which may affect compliance obligations arising out of
this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

COPE ENTERPRISES , LTD. , ET AL.

CONSEr\T ORDER, ETC. , IN l EGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMl\nSSIOK ACT

Dockel C- 'l78. i. CU1ifJlaiJ/l , Jan. 197fi- DcCI.'iiulI , J(I/I. J3, 1.97(;

Consent order requiring a Brooklyn , I\' , distributor of batteries and cosmetics

among other things to cease misrepre:senting the high potential earnings of
distributors: the type and number of sales locations the re::pondents would
secure for distributors; the availability of training, husiness assistance , sales aids
and advertising: the p!'orlnd line to be added: and the history of the company.
Further , respondents an required to make refunds to requesting distributors
and to disclose to prospective franchisees their right to cancel the agreement and
obtain a full refund within ten (0) days of signing the agreement.

Appearances

For the Commission: Sandra L. Bird and Sandra L. Grayson.
For the responuents: Solornan Z. Ferz"igeJ' New York City and

Marvin Wolinetz Brooklyn

, )/.

CO:\PLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Cope Enterprises
Ltd. , a corporation , Andrew Montero , individually and as an officer of
said corporation , and Stanley Fuchs , individually and as former sales
manager of said corporation , hereinafter sometimes referred to as
respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in
that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Cope Enterprises , Ltd., is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Nevv' York. It formerly maintained its principal office
and place of business at 2701 A venue lJ , Brooklyn , J\ ew York.

Respondent Anclre\v Ivlontero is an officer of the corporate
respondent, Cope Enterprises , Ltd. He formulates , directs and controls
the policies , acts and practices of the corporate respondent inc1uding

those hereinafter set forth. His business address was the same as that
of said corporation and his home address is 3626 Kings H wy. , Brooklyn

New York.
Respondent Stanley Fuchs was the sales manager of the corporate
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respondent during the period from August 1972, to approximately
October 1973. As such he cooperated and acted together with
respondent Montero in formulating, directing and controlling the
policies of the corporate respondent and was responsihle for the
planning, supervision and execution of certain of the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth. His present address is 8 Paerdegat 1st St.
Brooklyn , ;:ew York.

PAR. 2. I(espondents Cope Enterprises, Ltd., Andrew Montero
individually and as an officer of said corporation , and Stanley Fuchs
individually and as former sales manager of said corporation , were and
for some time in the past have been , engaged in the advertising,
offering for sale , and sale of distributorships which authorize the
purchasers to sell to members of the public items of merchandise
including Helen Neushaefer Hypo-Allergenic cosmetics and Burgess
batteries.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents Cope
Enterprises , Ltd. , Andrew Montero , individually and as an officer of
said corporation , and Stanley Fuchs , individually and as former sales
manager of said corporation caused , and for some time last past have
caused , said products , when sold , to be shipped from their suppliers
places of business in the States of New Jersey and Minnesota to
purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States.
In addition , in the course and conduct of their business , respondents
have disseminated and caused to be disseminated in newspapers of
interstate circulation , advertisements designed to be read by persons
residing outside the State of New York and intended to induce such
persons to enter into contractual agreements with respondents to
purchase distributorships and products from respondents. Respondents
also introduced into interstate circulation , through the instrumentality
of the United States mails , promotional materials , circulars , business
papers and other written instruments and communications with the

result and effect that members of the public residing outside the State
of ;:ew York , in various other States of the United States did , in fact
purchased respondents ' distributorships and products , thereby placing
respondents ' business in commerce within the intent and meaning of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Respondents have maintained, and at all times mentioned herein

maintained, a substantial course of trade in distributorships and
products , in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business as above

mentioned and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their
distributorships and products , respondents Cope Enterprises Ltd.
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Andrew Montero , individually and as an officer of said corporation , and

Stanley Fuchs , individually and as former sales manager of said
corporation , engaged in a program of recruitment of distributors for
their distributorship program. As part of this program respondents
have made numerous statements and representations in promotional
materials and in newspaper advertisements.

Typical and illustrative of such statements , but not all inclusive
thereof, are the following:

T 5-6 Huurs Weekly Xets To $700 a MONTH

F - O Hours Weekly Nets To $7 000 a MONTH

$2800 part time "ecured investment has unlimited growth potential with eventual full
time earning of SlOO OOO per year. This public company has an outstanding success record
since 1945 and is seeking reliable individuals to service company secured routes.

NO SELL1!\G , NO OVERHEAD

Simply restock merchandise and collect money * * *

Our national advertised name brand product opens the door to top retail accounts. All
accounts secured by the company * '" * . Your job i;: to restock and collect money. This is
the only experience you wil ever kno'A,' '" * ""

For a minimum investment of $2 800 you can earn approximately $624 or more a month

'" '" '"

A full time distributorship can produce earnings from $60 000 up to $100 000 a year

'" * "'

Earnings Increase with the addition of add-on items which we literally have lOa' s of

* '" '"

:\ational accounts

'" '" "'

Types of locations

Airports , Food Stores , Discount Stores , Variety stores " 0. "'

PAR. G. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations, and others of similar import and meanmg not
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expressly set forth herein , respondents have represented directly or by
implication:
A. That persons v,rho purchase a distributorship from respondents

can earn sums ranging from approximately $600 a month to S100 000 a

year in their spare time or through full time operation of a

distributorship.
B. That said earnings projections are

significant number of persons who have
respondents ' distributorships.
C. That respondents wi1 secure established, sales producing

accounts or locations for purchasers of respondents ' distributorships.
D. That purchasers of respondents ' distributorships wil not be

required to sell products or engage in sales activities with potential
customers in order to operate and maintain their distributorships

successfully.
E. That corporate respondent is a public company with an

outstanding record of success for a period of time in excess of 25 years.
PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

A. Relatively few , if any, persons who purchased distributorships
from the respondents earned sums ranging from $600 a month to

SIOO OOO a year in their spare time or through full time operation of
their distributorships.

B. Respondents ' claimed earnings projections are far in excess of
the earnings of any person or persons \",'ho purchased and operated
respondents ' distributorships.

C. In the vast majority of cases re8pondents did not secure
established , sales-producing locations for purchasers of their distribu-
torships , but placed most of their merchandise in retail establishments
which have very little consumer traffic. The locations secured by
respondents were usually undesirable , unsuitable and unprofitable.
D. The purchasers of the distributorships are required to sell and

engage in sales activities in order to operate and maintain their
distributorships successfully. It is frequently necessary to place

merchandise in other locations because of the unprofitable nature of
the locations selected by the respondents.
E. The corporate respondent is not a public company. It has not had

an outstanding record of success for twenty-five or more years. In fact
at the time of this representation , the corporate respondent had been in
business less than a year.

Said statements and representations were therefore false , mislead-

ing, deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 7. In the further course and conduct of their business as

aforesaid and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their

the earnings made by a
purchased and operated
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distributorships and pJ'oducts , respondents, their agents , representa-
tives or employees , or any of them , have made representations , either
orally or in writing, that:

A. Respondents wil secure a specific number of profitable locations
for each purchaser of a distributorship within a specified time period.

B. Merchandise and/or sales aids purchased from respondents by
respondents ' distributors wil be furnished to said distributors within a
specified time period.
C. Respondents wil provide purchasers of its distributorships \vith

sales literature , instruction manuals , order forms and other materials in
connection with the operation of their distributorships.

D. Respondents wil provide national and local advertising of the
products purchased by their distributors so as to create a greater
demand for same.

E. Purchasers of respondents ' distributorships wil be trained in
the operation of their distributorships, and respondents wil furnish

business assistance which wil be of value to their distributors.
F. Respondents \vil repurchase a distributorship at 75 percent of

its original value , after a period of one year, if a distributor fails to
maintain a stated quota for said distributorship or respondents , at the
request of a distributor, wil aid in the resale of a distributorship.
G. New cosmetic products are added every six weeks to the line of

Helen Keushaefer Hypo-Allergenic cosmetics available to distributors.
H. Respondent Cope Enterprises , Ltd. and the Helen Neushaefer

Division of Supronics Corp. , an established company, are one and the
same company and that purchasers of distributorships are dealing with
both.

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact:
A. In a substantial number of instances , respondents did not secure

the agreed upon number of locations for the purchasers of distributor-
ships within the time period specified , or only secured them after
undue delay. In a substantial number of instances, the locations

respondents did obtain were unprofitable and the merchandise was

later removed at the location owner s request.
B. In a substantial number of instances , respondents failed to cause

delivery of the merchanrlise and/or sales aids purchased from

respondents by distributors \vithin the time period specified , or only
shipped them after undue delay and repeated complaints.

C. In a substantial number of instances , respondents failed to
provide distributors \\lith saJes literature , instruction manuals , order
forms and other materiaJs in connection with the operation of the
distributorships within the time period specified , or only furnished such
materials after undue delay and repeated complaints.
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D. Very few , if any, local or national advertisements or advertise-
ments of any kind , were published or disseminated by respondents for
products purchased by respondents ' distributors.

E. Respondents failed to train distributors in the operation of their
distributorships and did not furnish any significant business assistance

to distributors.
F. Respondents rarely, if ever, repurchased at 75 percent of its

original value, or for any other amount, the distributorship of any

distributor after a one year period , or aided in any way in the resale of'
such distributorships.
G. New products are not added every six weeks to the line of Helen

N eushaefer Hypo-Allergenic cosmetics avai1able to distributors.
H. Respondent Cope Enterprises , Ltd. and the Helen N eushaefer

Division of Supronics Corp. are not one and the same company.
Respondent Cope Enterprises , Ltd. is an independent distributor and
Supronics Corp. disclaims any responsibilty for the agreements

between Cope Enterprises , Ltd. and its distributors.
Said statements and representations were , therefore , false , mislead-

ing, deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 9. The use by respondents of the aforesaid unfair, false

misleading and deceptive statements , representations , acts and prac-
tices , has had the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and
representations were true and comp1ete, and into the purchase of

respondents ' distributorships and products by reason of said erroneous
and mistaken belief, and into the assumption of obligations and the
payment of monies , as a result thereof, which they might otherwise not
have incurred.

PAR. 10. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business , and at
all times mentioned herein , respondents have been in substantial
competition, in commerce , with corporations , firms and individuals
engaged in the sale of distributorships and products of the same
general kind and nature as those sold by respondents.

PAR. 11. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged, were all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of

respondents ' competitors and constituted unfair methods of competi-
tion in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce , in violation of Section 5 of' the Federal Trade Commission
Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
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hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the New York Regional Office
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with violation
of the Fcdera! Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the
respondents of al1 the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid

draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and docs not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission
Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had rcason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Act and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2.34(b) of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings
and enters the following order:

1. Hespondent Cope Enterprises , Ltd. is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of New York. It formerly maintained its principal place of business at
2701 Avenue t: , Brooklyn , New York.

Respondent Andrew Montero is an officer of said corporation. He
formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation. His business address \vas the same as that of said
corporation and his home address is 3626 Kings Hwy. , Brooklyn , New
York.

Hespondent Stanley Fuchs was sales manager of said corporate
respondent during the period from August 1972 to approximately
October 1973. As such he cooperated and acted together with
respondent Montero in formulating, directing and controllng the
policies of the corporate respondent. His present address is 8
Paerdegat 1st St. , Brooklyn , New York.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Cope Enterprises , Ltd. , a corporation
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its successors ancl assigns and its officers and , Andrew Montero
individually and as an officer of said corporation , and Stanley Fuchs
individually and as former sales manager of said corporation, and
respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , individually, or in
concert, directly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division or
other device in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale
or distribution of cosmetic.s , batteries or any other products , distribu-
torships or franchises in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forth\vith cease and desist from
directly or by implication:

A. 1. Representing in any manner the potential sales , income , gross

or net profits of a prospective distributor, franchisee or salesman

unless:
a. such sales , income or profits are reasonab1y likely to be achieved

by the person to \vhom the representation is made;
b. the basis and assumptions for such representation arc set forth

in detail;
c. such representation and the underlying data have been prepared

in accordance with generally accepted. accounting principles;
d. in immediate conjunction therewith , the following statement is

clearly and conspicuously disclosed:
THERE IS NO ASSURAr-CE THAT I;.COME A D PROFIT PROJECTIOI\'

WILL BE A 1'1' AINED BY A;.Y SPECIFIC (DISTRIBUTOR
FRANCHISEE OR SALESMAK). THEY ARE 11BRELY ESTIMATES.
and

c. the amount:- represented are not in excess of sales , income or
profits actual1y achieved by existing distributors, franchisees or
salesmen and where distributors , franchisees or salesmen have not
been in operation long enough to indicate what sales , income or profits
may result , making any representation of such to a prospective
distributor , franchisee or salesman,

2. Hepresenting that respondents , their agents , representatives or
emp10yees wil secure sales producing and profitable locations or
accounts for purchasers of respondents ' distributorships or franchises;
or misrepresenting, in any manner, the desirability of the locations to
be provided by respondents.
3. Representing that prior sales

necessary to successfully operate and

torships or franchises.

4. Representing that the corporate respondent is a public company
or that respondents have been successful or have been in business for
any significant period of time or misrepresenting in any manner the
history, status or nature of respondents ' business.

experience or training is not
maintain respondents ' distribu-
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5. Representing that respondents wil secure any number of
locations for any distributor or franchisee \vithin a specified period of
time unless in fact they secure said number of locations within the
stated period and offer to replace any locations that (1) refuse to
receive the (listributor s or franchisee s merchandise or (2) request the
distributor or franchisee to remove the merchandise within three
months of its initial placement.
6. Representing that any merchandise and sales aids offered for

sale or sold by respondents to their distributors or franchisees \vil be
delivered to said distributors OY franchisees within a specified time

period , unless respondents have available, or in stock, all such

merchandise or sales aids in quantities sufficient to meet all reasonably
anticipated orders.

7. Representing that respondents wil provide their distributors or
franchisees with sales literature , promotional literature , instructional
manuals , forms or any other materials relating to the operation of
respondents' distributorships or franchises within a specified time
period , unless respondents have available, or in stock, an such

literature, manuals, forms or such other materials in quantities
sufficient to meet all reasonably anticipated orders.
8. Representing that respondents wil provide national and local

advertising of the products offered for sale or sold by respondents to
their distributors or franchisees; or misrepresenting, in any manner the
extent, type, and method of promotion and services provided by
respondents in connection with the advertising of products offered for
sale or sold by respondents to their distributors or franchisees; or
misrepresenting, in any manner, the media in which said advertising
has appeared or will appear.

9. Representing that purchasers of respondents ' distributorships or
franchises wil be trained in the operation of their distributorships or
franchises; or misrepresenting in any manner the quality, amount and
nature of assistance to be provided by respondents.

10. Ilcpresenting that respondents wil repurchase distributorships
or franchises or wil aid or assist in the resale of the same.

11. Misrepresenting, in any manner the amount, nature , type and
character of the products available to distributors through respondents
distributorships or franchises.

12. Representing that respondents have any connections , financial
or otherwise, with the Helen :; eushaefer Division of Supronics Corp.

other than that of purchasers of cosmetics manufactured by that

company; or misrepresenting, in any manner , respondents ' business
connections or associations with other firms , organizations , groups or

jndividuals.

216- 96" O-LT - 77 - 10
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B. Making any claim , either orally or in writing, for which the
respondents do not have in their possession valid substantiating data
which data shall be made available to prospective distrihutors or
franchisees , or to the Commission or its staff upon demand.

C. Failing to furnish any prospective di8tributor or franchisee with
all of the following information , in a clear and concise manner , at the
time when a contract is first established between such prospective
distributor or franchisee and the respondents or their representatives:
I. The official name(s) and addressees) of the franchisor, and the

parent firm or holding company of the franchisor , if any.
2. A detailed statement setting forth all the rights and obligations

of the parties under the distributorship or franchise agreement.
3. The business experience of the respondents , including the length

of time the respondents have conducted a business of the type to be
operated by the distributor or franchisee , or have granted distributor-
ships or franchises for such business , or have granted distributorships
or franchises in other lines of business.

4. Where such is the case , a statement that the franchisor or any of
its directors , stockholders owning more than ten percent of the stock
or chief executive officers:
a. has been held 1iable in a civil action , convicted of a felony, or

pleaded nolo contendere to a felony charge in any case involving fraud
embezzlement , fraudulent conversion , or misappropriation of property;

b. is subject to any currently effective injunctive or restrictive
order or ruling relating to business activity as a result of action by any
public agency or department; or

c. has filed bankruptcy or been associated \vith management or any
company that has been involved in bankruptcy or reorganization
proceedings; or

d. is, or has been, a party to any cause of action brought by
distributors or franchisees against the franchisor.

Such statement shall set forth the identity and location of the court
date of conviction or judgment, any penalty imp08ed or damages

assessed , and the date , nature and issuer of each such order or ruling.
5. The financial history of the corporate respondent including

balance sheets and profit and loss statements for the most recent five-
year period; and a statement of any material changes in the financial
condition of the corporate respondent since the date of such financial
statement.
6. Complete financial details pertaining to the distributorship or

franchise agreement including the amount to be paid by the distributor
or franchisee , the amount to be paid for any services to be rendered by
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respondents and the amount to be paid for any merchandise offered for
sale or sold thereunder.

7. A description of the distributorship or franchise fee; and a
statement indicating whether all or part of this fee may be returned to
the distributor or franchisee and the conditions under \vhich the fee

wil be refunded.

8. A statement of the number of distributorships or franchises that
are presently operating and the number proposed to be sold.

9. A list of the names and addresses of all persons who , in the two
calendar years immediately preceding, purchased a distributorship or
franchise for products or product lines similar to , or the same as , those
being offered by respondents to any prospective distributor or
franchisee and who are situated in the same geographical area as the
prospective distributor, or franchisee , and the gross dollar volume of
purchases of such products from respondents by each such distributor
or franchisee , exclusive of dollar amount of merchandise purchased and
paid for at the time of purchase of the distributorship or franchise.

10. A statement of the conditions under which the distributorship
or franchise agreement may be terminated or repurchased at the option
of the corporate respondent , and a statement setting forth the number
of distributors or franchisees that fell into each of those categories

during the past 12 months.

11. If the respondents inform prospective distributors or franchi-

sees that they intend to provide them with training, they must state the
number of hours of instruction and furnish prospective distributors or
franchisees with a brief biography of the instructors who wil conduct
the training.

12. A statement of the average length of time between the signing
of a distributorship or franchise agreement and the time when a
distributor could commence operation of his distributorship or fran-
chise.

Al1 of the foregoing information in I to 12 above shal1 be set forth in
a single disclosure statement , which shall not contain any promotional
claims or other information not required by this order. The statement
shall carry a distinctive and conspicuous cover sheet with the following
notice (and no other) imprinted thereon in boldface type of not less than
10 point size:

IKFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE IJSTRIBt:TORS REQUIRIOD BY
FEDERAL TR.ADE COMI\llSSION

This package of information is provided for YOllr own protection. It is in your best
interest to study it carefuliy befol'f' making any commitment

If you do sign a t:ontr3c:" YOll ma y cancel it . and obtain a full refund of any money paid
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for any reason within ten bu iness days after sIgn mg. Details appear on the contl"act
itself.

The information contained herein has not been reviewed or approved by the Fcdera;
Trade Commission , but any misrepresentation constitutes a violation of Fcclel"allaw. If
you feel you have been misled , you should contact the Federal Trade Commission in
Washington , or the Fedel'al Trade Commission Hegional Office nearest .you.

D. Failing to include immediately above and on the same page as
the distributor s or franchisee s signature line of any contract
establishing or confirming a distributorship or franchise agreement, the
follO\ving statement in boldface print at least 50 percent larger than
any other print in the body of such contract , or in boldface print of a
contrasting color:

NOTICE, YOU ARE ENTITLED TO CERTAIN DIPORTANT INFORMATION
CONCEENI'IG THIS TRANSACTIOX , EXTITLED " IXFORMATION FOE PROS-
PECTIVE DISTRIBCTORS REQUIRED BY FEDERAL TRADE COMY1ISSION. " IT
IS IN YOUR nEST INTEREST TO DEMAND AND STUDY SUCH INFOEMATION.
YOU MAY CANCEL THIS CONTRACT FOR ANY R ASON WITHIN TEN
BUSINESS DAYS AFTER YOU SIGlv' JT. If you do choose to cancel , you will be
entitled to receive full refund of any money paid within ten bu"iness days after the
franchisor receives notice of your cancellation. You must notify the franchisor by
certified mail with return receipt requested . which would be sent to the address belo\-\'.

lRespondents will insert here the address and telephone number to which such notices

should be sent.J

E. Failing to cancel any contract for which a notice of cancellation
was sent by any reasonable means within ten business days after the
contract' s execution or to fail to refund any money paid by distributor
or franchisee within ten business days after the date of receipt of such
notice of cancellation.

F. Failing to furnish the prospective distributor or franchisee , upon
request, at any time and in the absence of any request, before
consummation of any agreement, with a copy of the franchise
agreement proposed to be used.

As used in this order , the fol1owing definitions shal1 apply:
1. "Prospective distributor or franchisee" means any person who

approaches, or is approached by, respondents or their agents or
representatives for the purpose of investigating a distributorship or
franchise between such person and respondents;

2. "Time when contact is first established" means the earlier of the
time when:

(a) a direct personal meeting first occurs between respondents or
their agents or representatives and a prospective distributor or
franchisee or
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(b) any document or promotional literature is distributed to a
prospective distributor or franchisee.

It IS fliTther oTdered That respondents Cope Enterprises , Ltd. and
Andrew :vontero notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior
to any proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other
change in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations
arising out of this order.

It is fliTther ordeTed That respondent Andrew Montero promptly
notify the Commission upon the discontinuance of his present business
and of his affiliation with a new business or employment. Such notice
shall include respondent' s current business address and a statement as
to the nature of the business or employment in which he is engaged , as
well as a description of his duties and responsibilties.

It is jurther ordered That respondent Stanley Fuchs promptly notify
the Commission of his current business address and the nature of the
business or employment in which he is presently engaged , as well as a
description of his duties and responsibilities.

It is further ordered That the respondents herein distribute a copy of
this order to each of their officers , agents or representatives engaged
in the offering for sale of respondents ' distributorships or franchises or
in any aspect of the preparation , creation , or placing of advertisements
or promotional materials for this purpose.

It -is jl-trther ordered That no provision of this order shall be
construed in any way to annul, invalidate , repeal , terminate , modify or
exempt respondents from complying with agreements, orders, or

directives of any kind obtained by any other agency or act as a defense
to actions instituted by municipal or State regulatory agencies. 
provision of this order shall be construed to imply that any past or
future conduct of respondents complies with the rules and regulations

, or the statutes administered by the Federal Trade Commission.
It is fnrther ordered That the respondents herein shall within sixty

(60) days after service upon them of this order, file with the
Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which they have complied with this order.
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II' THE MATTER OF

AMREP CORPORATION

Dockel .9018. Order, Jon. IfJ7fi

Complaint counsel directed to consider whether to seek preliminary injunction under
Section 13(h) of Federal Trade Commis5lon Act , with appropriate motion to
Commission seeking such action wi.th notice to res,pondent.

Appearances

For the Commission: Perry W. WiTl,ston, Jon R. Calhoun and George
E. Schulman.

For the respondent: Solomon Friend, Theodore Schaeier and 1.
David Parlwf!' In-house General Counsel for Amrep Corporation, N.
Morton J.\1. lvIaneker, Pros kauer, Rose, Goetz Mendelsohn New York
City.

ORDER

In accordance with the suggestion of the Court in United States 

Amrep Corp. 75 Cr. 1023 (S. ), that the Commission might apply
for a preliminary injunction under Section l:J(b) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act 1 , the Commission directs complaint counsel to consider
whether a preliminary injunction should be sought. In the event that
complaint counsel so conclude , they should make a motion , on notice to
respondent , requesting the Commission to take such action.

1 t is so oTdered.

, Opinion, dated .Ja11J;lry 1;" 1 7!; . PI'- 11J.
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II' THE MATTER OF

CAVANAGH COMMt:c-ITIES CORPORATIOc- , ET AL.

Docket .90.55. O)'del' , Jan UJ7(j

Portions of complaint counsel's motion to supplement complaint with paragraphs 95a
and D5b and the notice order with paragraph 50 granted; and portion of
complaint counsel's motion to supplement complaint with paragraphs 9i'c- 9Se
remanded to administrative law judge for determination.

Appearances

For the Commission: Jeffrey Tureck , David C. Keehn and Pamela B.
StUQTt.

For the respondents: Philip Zei(lTnan and Sara Holtz , Brownste7:n
Z eidrnan , Scho,ner Chase Washington , D.

ORDER GRANTING II' PART AND REMANDI G IN PART
MOTION TO SERVE SUPPLEMENTAL PLEADING

This matter is before us upon complaint counsel's n;otion to amend
the complaint. The administrative law judge certified the motion to the
Commission on December 23 1975.

Complaint counsel request that the complaint be amended to allege
that (1) respondents ' statements to purchasers concerning the instant
proceedings , including but not limited to , statements characterizing the
complaint allegations and describing their applicability to the Rotonda
subdivisions arc false and deceptive (proposed paragraphs 95a, 95b)
and (2) respondents are misrepresenting the extent of recent develop-
ment activities at Rotonda (proposed paragraphs 95c-95e). J In addition
complaint counsel move that a prohibition against misrepresentations
concerning legal proceedings pending before the Commission or any
other forum be added to the notice order.

The Commission wil treat complaint counsel' s motion to amend the
complaint as a motion to serve a supplemental pleading since the

motion concerns "transactions, occurrences, or events which have
allegedly happened since the date of the pleading * * *." Rules of

Practice , Section 3. 15(b).
The Commission agrees with the administrative law judge s decision

to certify those portions of complaint counsel's motion which relate to
alleged misrepresentations concerning these proceedings and which
seek an addition to the notice order since the above-described
allegation is sufficiently different in theory from the allegations

, With r""peel UJ pardgr"ph_" !J,

",'

!J:,e, the (:ommi,,';nn
mi,r"pr 'l'''la '''n, marl "r1.pr the l' ''mpL.in, ; 'LJerl

,-,,'Jr"'" 1 h l c()m :a'r ('otJr, "1 rerl'r 10 ";kgeri
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already in the complaint to require certification to the Commission. See
Standard Camera Corp. 63 F. C. 1238 , 1266 (1963).

Dpon consideration of complaint counsel's motion , the Commission
has concluded that there is reason to believe that the misrepresenta-

tions alleged with respect to these proceedings were made and that it is
in the public interest to try said misrepresentations. The Commission

has also determined that the notice order should be modified as

requested by complaint counsel.

The Commission disagrees with the law judge s decision to certify
the portion of the motion concerning allegations that respondents arc
misrepresenting the extent of recent development activities at

Rotanda. The complaint alleges that respondents have made various
deceptive representations concerning improvements to be provided in
the Rotonda subdivisions and the progress being made toward their
completion. (complaint, Pars. 32-36.) The al1egation that respondents
have misrepresented that they have recently made substantial
improvements at Rotonda is clearly relevant to the allegations already
in the complaint.' This portion of the motion should, therefore, be

decided by the administrative law judge. Accordingly,

It is ordered That the portions of complaint counsel's motion to
supplement the complaint with paragraphs 95a and 95b and to
supplement the notice order with paragraph 50, set forth in the

aforesaid motion be , and they hereby are , granted;
H 1:8 further ordered That the portion of complaint counsel's motion

to supplement the complaint with paragraphs 95c , 95d and 95c set
forth in the aforesaid motion, be , and it hereby is , remanded for
determination by the administrative law judge.

t The admir.i"trat.i\'e law judge h:l Jtno,ity to :lm!!nd tr, !! compl ,jm if the amendment is " rcaHrnably within t.he

scupe nf the ()ig-in:!l comp laint n,. r.otice " He has aUlhority t.o ermit ser\'ke of" "upplerner. I:!1 pieading or otic

sPiting fort.h Ir:l"sactions

. ,,,y.

"t.eocp. . or e\'ent.,; which have happened if\re the dat" of the orig:n,d pleadin ,); notice

w:,ich are " relevant '" to ;)lY of the issues involved, Whiehn' r ,tandanJ " applied, the law ud!;e I ch a\Jlbo,it" t()
per,,. ;t morlifir:llion,; wherPthpeffeet is an alter3tion (Jf the \I!lclerlyingtr.eo,)' behind thecomvl"inl

1 "CHta:r. :y tnere re rr:any propo,ed amenrlmpnt.s ucn as t.hose intended to rf. ere l)' clarify t.. be allegati",," "f a
comp lHint , or lo arid examples ()f pranicc$ alleged to be 1l111"wf\JI' . . whier. are nol excluded rom tno,e t." be rulerl

un by tne Ilaw judge 1- " Capitol Recon), Dj tributing Corp.. "H F. e. 117(), 11,:j (191;1)
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IN THE MATTER OF

LUSTRASILK CORPORATION OF AMERICA , INC. , ET
AL.

CO:rSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF TIlE FEDERAL TRADE C011MISSION ACT

Docket. C-2781,. Complaint, Jan. , 1976-Decision .Jan. , 1976

Consent order requiring a St. Louis Park , Minn., manufacturer of cosmetics , among
other things to cease misrepresenting that its hair conditioners are safe and from
making other false claims; and further requiring the firm to include a health
hazard warning in advertising and labeling for the products.

Appearances

For the Commission: Sharon S. Armstrong.
For the respondents: Edward A. Z?:mnwrrnan Edina, :\1:nn.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Lustrasilk Corporation of America, Inc. , a corporation , and D. C. Smith
and Guenther Roth, individually and as officers of said corporation
hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondents, have violated
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended
and that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues this complaint stating its charges as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Lustrasilk Corporation of America , Inc.
is a Minnesota corporation with its office and principal place of business
located at 6989 Oxford St. , St. Louis Park , Minnesota.
Respondents D. C. Smith and Guenther Roth are officers and

principal shareholders of Lustrasilk Corporation of America, Inc. They
formulate , direct and control the acts and practices of said corporation
including those hereinafter set forth. Their address is the same as that
of Lustrasilk Corporation of America , Inc.

An allegations in this complaint stated in the present tense include

the past tense.

PAR. 2. Respondents engage in the manufacturing, advertising,
offering for sale , sale , and distribution of Lustrasilk Home Permanent
and Lustrasilk 4 Application Home Perm Kit , which are "cosmetics" as
that term is defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act. The Lustrasilk solution is a liquid which contains ethylene glycol
acid and other ingredients. The solution is applied to the hair and , while

wet , the hair is straightened with a pressing comb. This process is used
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by consumers and professional beauticians for the purpose of
straightening curly hair.

PAR. 3. Respondents create, prepare and place for publication and

dissemination advertisements , including but not limited to the adver-
tisements referred to herein , to promote the sale of Lustrasilk Home
Permanent and Lustrasilk 4 Application Home Perm Kit.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , the respondents
cause the aforementioned Lustrasilk products , when sold , to be sent
from their place of business in Minnesota to retail stores and beauty
salons and other purchasers located in various other States of the
United States and the District of Columbia. Thus, respondents
maintain a substantial course of trade in said products in or affecting
commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , as amended.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents
disseminate and cause to be disseminated certain advertisements

concerning Lustrasilk Home Permanent and Lustrasilk 4 Application
Home Perm Kit, (I) by Gnited States mails , magazines of interstate
circulation, and by various other means in or having an affect upon

commerce, for the purpose of inducing, or which are likely to induce
directly or indirectly, the purchase of the aforementioned Lustrasilk
products , or (2) by various means , for the purpose of inducing, or which
are likely to induce the purchase in or having an affect upon commerce
of the aforementioned Lustrasilk products , as "commerce " is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.

PAR. 6. Typical and ilustrative of the statements and representations
made in respondents ' advertisements , but not all inclusive thereof, arc

the following:

In magazines:
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If you can t use chemical relaxers this is for you!

So gentle , its -;EVER HIXSED OCT.

Lustrasilking is the only Known patented , completely safe hair straightening
process for super- curly hair

Guaranteed safe - even for children.

Can Lustrasilking cause hair damage or loss?

Absolutely not.

Lustrasilking is good for your hair. Each application is actually a conditioning
treatment.

A hot comb and gentle straightening solution are used for Lustrasilking.

PAR. 7. Through the use of the above-quoted statements and
representations, and others of similar import and meaning not
expressly set forth herein, respondents represent, directly or by
implication , that:
A. The Lustrasilk solution contains no harmful ingredients, is

gentle , and is completely safe.
B. The Lustrasilking process does not and cannot cause hair

damage or loss.
C. The Lustrasilking process is beneficial to hair and improves its

condition and appearance.
D. The Lustrasilk solution aids in the hair straightening process or

helps maintain the straightened effect longer than would be possible if
the pressing comb were used alone.

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact:
A. The Lustrasilk solution is not free of harmful ingredients , nor is

it gentle or safe. It contains ingredients which irritate and injure eyes
and , in some instances , irritate skin.
B. The Lustrasilking process can cause hair damage or loss. If used

at an excessive temperature , the pressing comb can burn the hair
weakening it and causing breakage.

Therefore, the advertisements, statements and representations
referred to in Paragraphs Six and Seven (A) and (B) are misleading in
material respects and constitute "false advertisements" as that term is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , and are false , misleading
and deceptive.

PAR. 9. At the time the representations set forth in Paragraph Seven
(A), (C) and (D) were made , respondents lacked a reasonable basis to
support such representations. Therefore , the advertisements, state-
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ments and representations set forth in Paragraphs Six and Seven (A),
(C) and CD) are deceptive and unfair.

PAR. 10. Respondents advertise Lustrasilk Home Permanent and
Lustrasilk 4 Application Home Perm Kit without disclosing that:

A. Lustrasilk can cause skin irritation and eye injury.
B. Directions must be followed carefully.
Such facts are "material" as defined in Section 15 of the Federal

Trade Commission Act , and if known to consumers would be likely to
affect their decision to purchase the aforementioned Lustrasilk
products. Therefore , failure to disclose such material facts is misleading
and deceptive and such advertisements constitute "false advertise-
ments " as that term is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 11. I n the further course and cand uct of their business
respondents utilize the product names "Lustrasilk Home Permanent"
and "Lustrasilk 4 Application Home Perm Kit." The use of said product
names has the tendency and capacity to 1ead potential consumers to
believe that use of such products will make the hair stay straight for a
period of weeks or months , as do chemical hair straightener perma-
nents.

In truth and in fact, hair straightened by the Lustrasilk process
reverts to its former curly condition when exposed to moisture.
Therefore , respondents ' use of the words "permanent" and "perm" in

their product names is deceptive and unfair.
PAR. 12. In the further course and conduct of their business

respondents offer for sale, sale and distribute the aforementioned
L ustrasilk products without disclosing on the retail product package of
said products the following information:

WAR:-' I:NG:

1. The hair culture solution contains ingredients which can cause skin irritation and
eye injury. Follow directions carefully.

2. Do not use if scalp is irritated or injured.
:J. If the hair culture solution causes skin or scalp irritation , rinse out immediately. If

irritation persists , consult a physician.
4. If the hair culture solution gets into eyes, rinse immediately and consult a

physician.

Such facts are material and , if known to potential customers , would
be likely to affect their decision to purchase the aforementioned
Lustrasilk products. Furthermore , knowledge of such facts by consum-
ers would tend to reduce the hazards of skin and eye injury posed by

the use of said products. Therefore, failure to disclose said material

facts on the retail product label of the aforementioned Lustrasilk
products is an unfair and deceptive act or practice.
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PAR. 13. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading
and deceptive and unfair statements, representations, acts and
practices and the dissemination of the aforesaid ufalse advertisements
has the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the consuming
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and
representations are true and substantiated , and into the purchase of
substantial quantities of Lustrasilk Home Permanent and Lustrasilk 4
Application Home Perm Kit by reason of said erroneous and mistaken
belief.

PAR. 14. In the course and conduct of their business respondents are

in substantial competition in or affecting commerce with corporations
firms and individuals engaged in the sale of products and services of
the same general kind and nature as are sold by respondents.

PAR. 15. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , including
the dissemination of "false advertisements " are all to the prejudice and
injury of the public and of respondents ' competitors and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts-2r practices in or affecting commerce and
unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce in violation of
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECIS!Oii AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the SeattJe Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation of the
Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been vio1ated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission
I, ules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have

violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty days , now in further conformity with the procedure
prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues
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its complaint, makes the fol1O\ving jurisdictional findings , and enters
the following order:

A. Respondent Lustrasilk Corporation of America, Inc. is a
Minnesota corporation with its office and principal place of' business
located at 6989 Oxford St. , St. Louis Park , :'linnesota.
Respondents D. C. Smith and Guenther Roth are officers and

principal shareholders of Lustrasilk Corporation of America, Inc. They
formulate , direct and control the acts and practices of said corporation
and their address is the same as that of said corporation.
B. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

Ii is ordered That respondents Lustrasilk Corporation of America
Inc. , a corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and D. C.
Smith and Guenther Roth , individually and as officers of Lustrasilk
Corporation of America, Inc. , and respondents ' agents , representatives
and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale
sale or distribution of Lustrasilk Home Permanent and Lustrasilk 4
A pplication Home Perm Kit or any cosmetic in or affecting commerce
as "cosmetic" and "commerce" are defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended , do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Representing in writing, orally, visually, or in any other manner
directly or by implication , that:

1. Any hair straightening product is gentle or safe , unless at the
time the representation is made respondents have a reasonable basis
consisting of competent and reliable controlled tests , to support such
representation, and unless at the time and in the place such
representation is made respondents also state: "War-ning: The Lustra-
silk process uses a pressing comb which may damage hair or scalp if not
properly used.

2. Any hair straightening product or process does not or cannot
cause hair damage or loss , unless at the time the representation is made
respondents have a reasonable basis , consisting of competent and
reliable controlled tests , to support such representation , and unless at
the time and in the place such representation is made respondents also
state: o \V' arning: The Lustrasilk process uses a pressing comb which
may damage hair or scalp if not properly used.
3. Any such product is beneficial to hair or improves its condition or
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appearance , unless at the time the representation is made , respondents
have a reasonable basis , consisting of competent and reliable controlled
tests, to support such representation. 
4. Any such product 18 a hair straightener or aids in maintaining the

straightened effect achieved by application of a pressing comb , unless
at the time the representation is made , respondents have a reasonable
basis , consisting of competent and reliable controlled tests , to support
such representation.

B. Representing, in any manner, the safety or efficacy of any
cosmetic , or the ingredients therein , unless at the time such representa-
tion is made respondents have in their possession a reasonable basis
consisting of competent and reliable controlled tests , to support such
representation; or misrepresenting in any manner the nature of any
such product or its ingredients or the effect of any such product or its
ingredients on hair or skin or any other structure of the body.

C. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
of Lustrasilk Home Permanent or Lustrasilk 4 Application Home Perm
Kit or any similar product which fails to disclose, clearly and
conspicuously with nothing to the contrary or in mitigation thereof, the
following statement exactly as it appears below:

WAR:\II\G: This product may cause skin and eye irritation. Follow directions
carefully.

PTO'vided , however That if competent and reliable controlled tests
indicate that such product does not cause skin irritation , respondents
shall substitute for the first sentence of the warning statement above
the following:

This product may cause eye irritation.

D. Using the words "permanent" and "perm" or words of similar
import and meaning in the trade names Lustrasilk Home Permanent
and Lustrasilk 4 Application Home Perm Kit and trade names of any
similar product, unless at the time the representation is made
respondents have a reasonable basis , consisting of competent and
reliable controlled tests , to support such representation;

ProV7:ded , lW'U..ever That respondents may continue the use of such
words on retail packages of the home use product until January 1 , 1976
and on retail packages of the professional use product until April 1
1976.

E. Failing to include clearly and conspicuously on an information
panel of the retail product package, on the package insert, and on the
label of the solution container of Lustrasilk Home Permanent and
Lustrasilk 4 Application Home Perm Kit and any similar product , with
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nothing to the contrary or in mitigation
disclosures exactly as they appear below:

thereof, the following

WAR 1NG:

1. The hair culture solution may cause skin and eye irritation. Conduct a preliminary
patch test according to enclosed instructions before using this product. Follow directions

carefully.
2. Do not use if scalp is irritated or injured.
3. If the hair culture solution causes skin or scalp irritation , rinse out immediately. If

irritation persists , consult a physician.
4. If the hair culture solution gets into eyes , rinse immediately. If irritation persists

consult a physician.

Pro' uided , however That if competent and reliable controlled tests
indicate that such product does not cause skin irritation, respondents
shall substitute for the first warning statement above , the following:

The hair culture solution may cause eye irritation. Follow directions carefully.

Respondents shall comply with Paragraph LE. of this order by

August 15 , 1975 , or by the date this order becomes effective , whichever
shall occur first;

Prov' ided, however That respondents may use existing solution
containers until exhausted or until April 1 , 1976 , whichever shall occur
first.

F. Failing to include in the instructions for use of Lustrasilk Home
Permanent and Lustrasilk 4 Application Home Perm Kit and any
similar product which , according to competent and reliable controlled
tests , may cause skin irritation , instructions for a skin patch test which
enables the user to determine whether such product wil irritate his or
her skin.

It is further ordered That respondents Lustrasilk Corporation of
America , Inc. , a corporation , its successors and assigns, and its officers
and D. C. Smith and Guenther Roth , individually and as officers of
Lustrasilk Corporation of America, Inc., and respondents' agents

representatives and employees , directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale , sale or distribution of Lustrasilk Home Permanent
and Lustrasilk 4 Application Home Perm Kit, or any cosmetic, as
cosmetic" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do

forthwith cease and desist from:
A. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by Gnited States

mails or by any means in or having an effect upon commerce, as
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commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended, for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce
directly or indirectly the purchase of any such product , any advertise-
ment which contains a representation prohibited by Paragraph I of this
order or which omits a disclosure for such product required by
Paragraph I of this order.

13. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by any means , for
the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or

indirectly, the purchase of any such product in or having an effect upon
commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , as amended , any advertisement which contains a representation
prohibited by Paragraph I of this order or which omits a disclosure for
such product required by Paragraph I of this order.

It is fUTther ordered That respondents shall distribute a copy of this
order to their present and future officers, directors , and operating
divisions and that respondents secure from each such person a signed
statement acknowledging receipt of the order.

It is further ordered That respondents maintain complete business

records relative to the manner and form of their continuing compliance
with the terms and provisions of this order. Each record shall be
retained by respondents for at least three years after it is made.

It 7 S further ordered That the corporate respondent notify the

Commission at least thirty days prior to any proposed change in
respondents such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation or corporations , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries , a change in corporate name or address , or
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of this order.

It 'is further ordered That each individual respondent promptly
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present business or
employment and/or his affiliation with a new business or employment
at any time within the next five years . or , if such ne\V affiliation is with
any business associated with the cosmetic industry, then such notice

shall be promptly given whenever such new affiliation occurs. Such

216" 9F.9 O- I.T - 77 - 
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notice shall include the respondent's current business address and a

statement as to the nature of the business or employment in which he is
engaged as well as a description of his duties and responsibilities.

VII

It is further ordered That respondents shall, within sixty days after
service upon them of this order , file with the Commission a written
report setting forth in detail the manner and form of their compliance
with this order.
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IK THE l\A TTER OF

THE PERNIA-STRATE COMPANY , ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , I REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO
SECS. 5 A D 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO). ACT

Docket C-2785. C01lplaint , Jan. 1976'- Ueci. ion Jan. J.1)7(j

Consent orner requiring a Memphis , Tenn., manufacturer of hair care cosmetics
among other things to cease misrepresenting that it: hair conditioners are safe
and from making other false claims; and further requiring the firm to include a
health hazard warning in advertising and labeling for the products.

Appearances

For the Commission: Sharon S. Armstrong.
For the respondents: Eugene Bernstein, Gerber, Bernstein, Gerberr &

Wh1estone emphis , Tenn.

CmlPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that The
Perma- Strate Company and lerril Kremer, Inc. , cOi'porations , and
Jeannette Goldner, individually and as an officer of The Perma-Strate
Company, and Allyn S. Goldner , individually and as sole shareholder
and chairman of the board of directors of The Perma-Strate Company,
hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondents, have violated
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended
and that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues this complaint stating its charges as follows:
PARAGRAPH L Respondent The Perm a-Strate Company is a

Tennessee corporation with its office and principal place of business
located at 3442 Summer Ave. , :vemphis , Tennessee.

Respondent Jeannette Goldner is an officer of The Perma-Strate
Company. She formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices of
The Perma-Strate Company, including those hereinafter set forth. Her
address is the same as that of The Perma-Strate Company.

Respondent Allyn S. Goldner is a former offcer , the sole shareholder
and chairman of the board of directors of The Perma-Strate Company.
He formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices of The
Perma-Strate Company, including those hereinafter set forth. His
address is the same as that of The Perm a-Strate Company.
Respondents The Perma-Strate Company, Jeannette Goldner and

Allyn S. Goldner are sometimes referred to collectively herein as "the
Perma-Strate respondents.

Respondent Merril Kremer, Inc. is a Tennessee corporation with its
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office and principal place of business located at 64 I South Cooper
Memphis , Tennessee.

All allegations in this complaint stated in the present tense include
the past tense.

r AR. 2. The Perma-Strate respondents engage in the manufacturing,
advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution of Perma Strate
Cream Hair Straightener (hereinafter "Perma Strate straightener ), a
cosmetic" as that term is defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade

CommissiDn Act. The straightener is a liquid which contains as its
active ingredient ammonium thioglycolate. The liquid is combed
through the hair, rinsed from the hair and neutralized with a special
shatnpoo. The straightener and neutralizing shampoo are used by
consumers and professional beauticians for the purpose of straighten-
ing curly hair.

PAR. 3. Respondent Ylerril Kremer, Inc. is the advertising agency
for The Perma-Strate Company and in such capacity creates , prepares
places for publication , and causes the dissemination of advertisements
including but not limited to the advertisements referred to herein, to
promote the sale of Perma Strate straightener.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , the Perm a-Strate
respondents cause Perma Strate straightener , when sold , to be sent
from their place of business in Tennessee to retail stores and beauty
salons and other purchasers located in various other States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Thus , the Perma- Strate
respondents maintain a substantial course of trade in Perma Strate
straightener in or affecting commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their businesses , respondents
disseminate and cause to be disseminated certain advertisements

concerning Perma Strate straightener, (I) by United States mail
magazines of interstate circulation , radio broadcasts of interstate
transmission , and by various other means in or having an effect upon
commerce, for the purpose of inducing, or which are likely to induce
directly or indirectly, the purchase of Perma Strate straightener , or (2)
by various means , for the purpose of inducing, or which are likely to
induce , the purchase in or having an effect upon commerce of Perma
Strate straightener , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended.

PAR. 6. Typical and ilustrative of the statements and representations
in respondents ' advertisements , but not all inclusive thereof, are the
fo1lowing:

On radio:
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There are lot." of way" t.o straighten your hair, but the easicst - safest -- Jongest-
lasting way is with Perma Strate.

There s nothing strong or harsh in it to harm your hair or hurt your skin. Gentle , mild
Penna Strate gives you natural- looking- straight hair that is soft , and easy to manage for
three months or longer.

In magazines:

So safe and gentle even little girls of five can have thejr perm , :md smoot.h styling.

TI-wusanos of beaut.icians use it \vith complete confidence - even on bleached or tinted
hair - with no risk of breakage.

No- lye , no-risk , no-complaint straightener!

" formulated with ammonium thioglycolate , :'01' t.he caustic sodium hydroxide
(LYE) found in most other relaxers. The PH factor is only 9. , well inside the safe range.

PAR. 7. Through the use of the above-quoted statements and
representations, and others of similar import and meaning not
expressly set out herein, respondents represent, directly or by
implication , that:
A. Perma Strate straightener is safe , gentle and mild and its

ingredients cannot harm hair or skin.
B. Perma Strate straightener may be used on bleached or tinted

hair without risk of hair breakage.
C. Thousands of beauticians use Perma Strate straightener with

complete confidence that it wil not damage hair.
D. Hair straightened with Perma Strate remains straight longer

than hair straightened with other products or methods.

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact:
A. Perma Strate straightener is not safe , gentle or mild and it

contains ingredients \vhich are harmful to skin and hair. Ammonium
thioglycolate, the active ingredient in Perma Strate straightener
straightens hair by breaking down the celJs of the hair shaft. It is also a
primary skin irritant which breaks down the cells which form the
epidermis. The straightening process weakens hair, and in some
instances , makes it brittle and causes partial or total hair loss. In some
instances Perma Strate straightener causes skin and scalp irritation
and burns.
B. Perma Strate straightener may not be used on bleached or tinted

hair without risk of hair breakage.
Therefore, the advertisements, statements and representations

referred to in Paragraphs Six and Seven (A) and (E) are misleading in
material respects and constitute "false advertisements" as that term is
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defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, and are false
misleading, deceptive and unfair.

PAR. 9. At the time the representations set forth in Paragraph Seven

(C) and (D) were made, respondents lacked a reasonable basis to

support such representations. Therefore , the advertisements, state-

ments and representations set forth in Paragraphs Six and Seven (C)

and (D) are deceptive and unfair.
PAR. 10. Respondents advertise Perma Strate straightener without

disclosing that:

A. Perma Strate straightener can cause skin and scalp irritation
hair breakage and eye injury.

B. Directions must be fol1owed careful1y.
Such facts are material and , if known to consumers , would be likely

to affect their decision to purchase Perma Strate straightener.
Therefore , respondents ' advertisements of said product are misleading
in material respects and constitute "false advertisements" as that term
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , and are false
misleading and deceptive.

PAR. II. In the further course and conduct of their business , the
Perm a-Strate respondents offer for sale , sel1 and distribute Perma
Strate straightener without disclosing on the retail product package of

said product the fol1owing information:
A. The product contains caustic ingredients. It can cause skin and

scalp burns, hair loss, and eye injury. Directions must be followed

carefully.
B. The product should not be used if scalp is irritated or injured.
C. Thc product should not be used on hair that is bleached , dyed or

tinted. If hair has been relaxed previously, apply only to new growth.
D. If the straightener causes skin or scalp irritation , it should be

rinsed out immediately and neutralized with the shampoo in the kit. If
irritation persists , a physician should be consulted.

E. If the straightener gets into eyes, the eyes should be rinsed
immediately and a physician should be consulted.

Such facts are material and , if known to potential customers , would

be likely to affect their decision to purchase Perma Strate straightener.
Furthermore , knowledge of such facts by consumers would tend to
reduce the hazards of hair, skin and eye injury posed by the use of
Perma Strate straightener. Therefore , failure to disclose said material
facts on the retail product package is an unfair and deceptive act or
practice.

PAR. 12. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading

and deceptive and unfair statements, representations, acts and
practices and the dissemination of the aforesaid "false advertisements
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has the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the consuming
public and professional beauticians into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that said statements and representations are true and substanti
ated , and into the purchase of substantial quantities of Perma Strate
straightener by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. 13. In the course and conduct of their businesses , respondents
are in substantial competition in or affecting commerce with corpora-
tions , firms and individuals engaged in the sale of products and services
of the same general kind and nature as are sold by respondents.

PAR. 14. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , including
the dissemination of "false advertisements " are all to the prejudice and
injury of the public and of respondents ' competitors and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce and
unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce in violation of
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISIO:- AKD ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of' the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Seattle Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation of the
Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission
Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty days , now in further conformity with the procedure
prescribed in Section 2. :14 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters
the following order:

A. Respondent The Perma- Strate Company is a Tennessee corpora-
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tion with its offce and principal place of business located at 3442
Summer Ave. , Memphis , Tennessee.

Respondent Jeannette Goldner is an officer of The Perma-Strate
Company. She formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices of
The Perma-Strate Company, including those hereinafter set forth. Her
address is the same as that of The Perma-Strate Company.

Respondent Allyn S. Goldner is a former officer , the sole shareholder
and chairman of the board of directors for The Perma-Strate Company.
He formulates , directs and controls the acts and practjces of The
Perma-Strate Company, induding those hereinafter set forth. His
address is the same as that of The Perm a-Strate Company.

Respondent Merril Kremer , Inc. js a Tennessee corporation \vith its
offce and principal place of business located at 641 South Cooper
Memphis , Tennessee.
B. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents The Perm a-Strate Company and
Merril Kremer, Inc. , corporations, their successors and assigns , and
their officers , and Jeannette Goldner , indjvidually and as an officer of
The Perma-Strate Company, and Allyn S. Goldner, individually and as
sole shareholder and as chairman of the board of directors of The
Perma-Strate Company, and respondents ' agents , representatives , and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale
or distribution of Perma Strate straightener or any cosmetic in or
affecting commerce , as "cosmetic" and "commerce" are defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , do forthwith cease and
desist from:

A. Representing jn wrjting, orally, visually or in any other manner
directly or by implication , that:

1. Any hair straightening product is safe , gentle or mild or its
ingredients cannot or do not harm hair or skin.

2. Any hair straightening product may be used on bleached or
tinted hair without risk of hair damage.

:3. Beauticians use any such product or approve , recommend or
endorse such product in any way, un1ess at the time the representation

is made respondents have a reasonable basis , consisting of competent
and reliable survey data, to support such representation.
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4. Any such product is longer- lasting than any other product , unless
at the time such representation is made respondents have a reasonable
basis , consisting of competent and reliable tests or evidence , to support
such representation.

B. Representing, in any manner, the safety or efficacy of any
cosmetic , or the ingredients therein , unless at the time such representa-
tion is made respondents have in their possession a reasonable basis
consisting of competent and reliable controlled tests , to support such
representation; or misrepresenting in any manner the nature of any
such product or its ingredients or the effect of any such product or its
ingredients on hair or skin or any other structure of the body.

C. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
of Perma Strate straightener or any similar product which fails to
disclose , clearly and conspicuously, with nothing to the contrary or in
mitigation thereof, the following statement exactly as it appears below:

WAI JNG: Follow directions carefull:/ to avoid skin and scalp irritation , hair

breakage and eye injury.

Provided , howeve,. That Paragraph I of this order shall apply to
respondent )'lerri1 Kremer , Inc. only with respect to Perma Strate
straightener and any cosmetic manufactured by respondent The
Perma-Strate Company, and any hair straightening product or process.

It is further ordered That respondents The Perm a-Strate Company
and Merril Kremer, Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns
and their officers , and Jeannette Goldner, individually and as an officer
of The Perma-Strate Company, and Allyn S. Goldner, individually and
as sole shareholder and as director of The Perma-Strate Company, and
respondents' agents, representatives, and employees, directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device, in

connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of
Perma Strate straightener or any cosmetic , as "cosmetic" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by United States
mails or by any means in or having an effect upon commerce, as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , for the

purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce , directly or indirectly
the purchase of any such product , any advertisement which contains a
representation prohibited by Paragraph I of this order or which omits a
disclosure for such product required by Paragraph I of this order.

B. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by any means , for
the purpose of inoucing or which is likely to induce, directly or
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indirectly, the purchase of any such product in or having an effect on
commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , any advertisement \vhich contains a representation prohibited by
Paragraph I of this order or which omits a disclosure for such product
required by Paragraph I of this order.

PTOvided , howeveT That Paragraph II of this order shalJ apply to
respondent MerrilJ Kremer, Inc. only with respect to Perma Strate
straightener and any cosmetic manufactured by respondent The
Perma-Strate Company, and any hair straightening product or process.

It is fUTther oTdered That respondents The Perma-Strate Company,
its successors , assigns and officers , and Jeannette Goldner , individualIy
and as an officer of The Perm a-Strate Company, and AlJyn S. Goldner
individually and as sole shareholder and as director of The Perma-
Strate Company, and respondents' agents, representatives, and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device, in connection with the offering for sale , sale, or
distribution of Perma Strate Straightener or any similar product in or
affecting commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, do forthwith cease and desist from
failng to include clearly and conspicuously on an information panel of

the retail product package , on the package insert, and on the label of
the straightener container of any such product, with nothing to the
contrary or in mitigation thereof, the following disclosures exactly as
they appear below:

WARNING:

This product contains caustic ingredients. You must follow directions carefully to
avoid skin and scalp burns , hair loss , and eye injury.

2. Do not use if scalp is irritated or injured.
3. Do not u.-e on bleached , dyed or tinted hair. If hair has been relaxed previously,

apply only to new growth.
4. If the straightener causes skin or scalp irritation , rinse out immediately and

neutralize \vith the shampoo in the kit. If irritation persists or if hair 105s occurs , consult a
physician.

5. If the straightener gets into eyes , rinse immediately and consult a physician.

Respondents shall comply with this provision by Aug. 15 , 1975 or by
the effective date of this order, whichever shall occur first.

It is farthn' ol'dered That respondents shall distribute a copy of this
order to their present and future officers, directors , and operating
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divisions and that respondents secure from each such person a signed
statement acknowledging receipt of this order.

It is fnrther orde-red That respondents maintain complet business
records relative to the manner and form of their continuing compliance
with the terms and provisions of this order. Each record shall be
retained by respondents for at least three years after it is made.

It is fU1,ther ordered That the corporate respondents notify the

Commission at least thirty days prior to any proposed change in
respondents such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation or corporations , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries , a change in corporate name or address , or
any change in the corporations which may affect compliance obligations
arising out of this order.

VII

It is further ordered That each individual respondent promptly
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his or her present
business or employment and/or his or her affiliation with a new
business or employment. Such notice shall inc1ude the respondent'
current address and a statement as to the nature of the business or

employment in which he or she is engaged as well as a description of his
or her duties or responsibilities.

VIII

It is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty days after
service upon them of this order , file with the Commission a written
report setting forth in detail the manner and form of their compliance

with this order.
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IN TIlE MATTER OF

SOFT SHEEN COMPANY , INC. , ET AL.

COI\SE:-T ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIOr-' OF
SECS. 5 AKD 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COM:vISSION ACT

Dockel C- :278(j. Complain! , Jail. 1D76-Decisioll , Jan. , 1976

Consent order requiring a Chicago , Ill. , manufacturer of cosmeticiS , among other things
to cease misrepresenting that its hair conditioners are safe and from making
other false claims; and further requiring the firm to include a health hazard

warning in advertising and labeling for the products.

Appearances

For the Commission: Sharon S. Armstrong.
For the respondents: Jon O. Nelson, Molinai)', Allegretti, Newitt &

Witcoffand Rickey J. Ament Chicago , Il

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Soft
Sheen Company, Inc. , and Franklin LeU Associates , corporations , and
Edward G. Gardner and Betty Gardner , individually and as officers of
Soft Sheen Company, Inc. , hereinafter sometimes referred to as
respondents , have violated Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended , and that a proceeding in respect thereof
would be in the public interest, hereby issues this complaint stating its
charges as follows:
P ARAGRAPII L Respondent Soft Sheen Company, Inc. is an Ilinois

corporation with its office and principal place of business located at
7126-30 South Chicago Ave. , Chicago , Ilinois.

Respondents Edward G. Gardner and Betty Gardner are officers and
principal shareholders of Soft Sheen Company, Inc. They formulate
direct and control the acts and practices of Soft Sheen Company, Inc.
including those hereinafter set forth. Their address is the same as that
of Soft Sheen Company, Inc.

Respondents Soft Sheen Company, Inc. and Edward G. Gardner and
Betty Gardner are sometimes referred to collectively herein as "the
Soft Sheen respondents.

Respondent Franklin Lett Associates is an Illinois corporation with
its office and principal place of business located at 120 South Riverside
PJaza , Chicago , minois.

All allegations in this complaint stated in the present tense include
the past tense.

PAR. 2. The Soft Sheen respondents engage in the manufacturing,
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advertising, offering for sale, sale and distribution of the hair care

products Mr. Cool Hair Relaxer and Miss Cool Hair ReJaxer
cosmetics" as that term is defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act. The relaxer is an emulsion which contains as its active
ingredient potassium hydroxide , commonly known as lye. The emulsion
is applied to the hair , rinsed from the hair, and neutralized \vith a
special shampoo. The relaxer and neutralizing shampoo are used by
consumers and professional beauticians for the purpose of straighten-
ing curly hair.

PAR. 3. Respondent Franklin Lett Associates is in the advertising
agency for Soft Sheen Company, Inc., and in such capacity creates
prepares , and places for publication, and causes the dissemination of
advertisements , including but not limited to the advertisements
referred to herein , to promote the sale of Mr. Cool Hair Relaxer and
Miss CooJ Hair Relaxer.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , the Soft Sheen
respondents cause their aforementioned products when sold , to be sent
from their place of business in Illinois to retail stores and beauty salons
and other purchasers located in various other States of the United
States and the District of Columbia. Thus , the Soft Sheen respondents
maintain a substantial course of trade in said products in or affecting
commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , as amended.

PAR 5. In the course and conduct of their businesses , respondents
disseminate and cause to be disseminated certain advertisements

concerning the aforementioned Soft Sheen products , (1) by United
States mails , magazines of interstate circulation , and by various other
means in or having an affect upon commerce, for the purpose of
inducing, or which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the

purchase of the aforementioned Soft Sheen products , or (2) by various
means , for the purpose of inducing, or which are likely to induce , the
purchase in or having an affect upon commerce of the aforementioned
Soft Sheen products , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended.

PAIL 6. Typical and ilustrative of the statements and representations
made in respondents ' advertisements , but not all inclusive thereof, are
the following:

In magazines:

Getting- heads together "' " " beautifully * " "' comfortably * "' " fc3sily, with :\11'.

Cool and :\1iss Cool Hair Relaxf's. The no- base hair relaxing kits that give you today
hip " hair styles with fuller body keeping it smoother, and softer. And you get the extra

needed time to style your hair the 1!()- OIU' )i perll way with Mr. Cool and Miss Cool

Hail' Rela illg I:ils.
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On radio:

Music

Announcer: A broad check on Mr. Cool. If you ve seen those hip hair styles for
men , you ve seen some of Mr. Coors work. That' s Mr. Cool Hair Retlxer , one of the
hippest men s hair relaxers for all grades of hair. It's a comfortable hair relaxer. Mr.
Cool is known as the "no burn " perm. That s right! No rushing, no hurrying. You can
relax as your hair relaxes with that extra working time. And each Mr. Cool no-base
hair relaxer kit has a neutralizer shampoo , an excellent hair relaxer setting lotion
and a time chart telling you how to relax different grades of hair. Following the
directions , you will get you hair together with Mr. Cool Hair Relaxer.

Now for the ladies there is Miss Cool, one of the hippest hair relaxers around.
)1iss Cool gives the same comfortable relaxing action with no hurrying, no rushing.
)iiss Cool also provides something extra. An instant protein conditioner for
healthier hair. Mr. Cool and Miss Cool no-base hair relaxers are products of Soft
Sheen , the hair care people , producers of fine hair products.

PAR. 7. Through the use of the above-quoted statements and

representations, and others of similar import and meaning not
expressly set forth herein, respondents represent, directly or by

implication , that:
A. :vr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers do not burn the hair and

may be used safely on all types of hair.
B. Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers are in all instances

comfortable on the skin and do not burn the skin.
C. Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers provide the user
1. time adequate to complete application , and
2. more time for application than is available with other chemical

hair straigheners.
PAR. 8. In truth and in fact:

A. Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers can and , in some instances
do burn the hair, and cannot be used safely on all types of hair.
Potassium hydroxide , the active ingredient in said products , straight-
ens hair by breaking down the cells of the hair shaft. The relaxing
process weakens hair, and , in some instances , makes it brittle and
causes partial or total hair loss.
B. Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers are not, in all instances

comfortable on the skin and , in some instances , they burn the skin. The
potassium hydroxide in said products is a primary skin irritant. It is
caustic to skin and breaks down the cells which form the epidermis. Mr.
Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers in some instances cause skin and scalp
irritation and burns , which may produce scars and permanent follicle
damage. Said products also may cause eye irritation and may impair
VISIOn.

Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers do not provide extra
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working time. In many instances it is difficult for the non-professional
user to complete application , combing and smoothing within the time
dictated by his or her individual hair type for satisfactory results.
Furthermore , said products do not provide application times longer
than those provided by other chemical hair straighteners.

Therefore, the advertisements, statements and representations
referred to in Paragraphs Six and Seven are misleading in material
respects and constitute "false advertisements" as that term is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, and are false , misleading and
deceptive.

PAR. 9. At the time the representations set forth in Paragraph Seven

were made , respondents had no reasonable basis from which to
conclude that such representations were true.

Therefore, the advertisements and representations set forth in
Paragraphs Six and Seven are deceptive and unfair.

PAR. 10. Respondents advertise Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers
without disclosing that:

A. Said products can cause skin and scalp irritation , hair breakage
and eye injury.

B. Directions must be followed carefully.
Such facts are material and , if known to consumers , would be likely

to affect their decision to purchase Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair
relaxers. Therefore , respondents ' advertisements of said products are
misleading in material respects and constitute " false advertisements
as that term is defined in thc Federal Trade Commission Act , and are
false , misleading and deceptive.

PAR. 1 I. In the further course and conduct of their business the Soft
Sheen respondents offer for sale , sell and distribute Mr. Cool and Miss
Cool hair relaxers without disclosing on the retail product package of
said products the following information:
A. The products contain potassium hydroxide (lye). They can cause

skin and scalp burns , hair loss and eye injury. Directions must be
followed carefully.

B. The products should not be used if scalp is irritated or injured.
C. The products should not be used on bleached , dyed or tinted hair.

If hair is already relaxed , relaxer should be applied only to new growth
as described in the directions.

D. If the relaxer causes skin or scalp irritation , it should be rinsed
out immediately and neutralized with the shampoo in the kit. 
irritation persists , a physician should be consulted.

E. If the relaxer gets into eyes, the eyes shou1d be rinsed
immediately and a physician should be consulted.

Such facts are material and , if known to potential customers , would
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he 1ikely to affect their decision to purchase 1\1'. Cool and Miss Cool
hair relaxers. Furthermore, knowledge of such facts by consumers

would tend to reduce the hazards of hair, skin and eye injury posed by
the use of :VIr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers. Therefore , failure to
disclose said material facts on the retail product package is an unfair
and deceptive act or practice.

PAR. 12. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading
and deceptive and unfair statements, representations, acts and
practices and the dissemination of the aforesaid " false advertisements
has the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the consuming
public and professional beauticians into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that said statements and representations are true and substanti
ated, and into the purchase of substantial quantities of :Vir Cool and

Miss Cool hair relaxers by reason of said erroneous and mistaken

be1ief.
PAR. 13. In the course and conduct of their businesses respondents

are in substantial competition in or affecting commerce with corpora-
tions , firms and individuals engaged in the sale of products and services
of the same general kind and nature as are sold by respondents.

PAR. 14. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , including
the dissemination of " false advertisements " are an to the prejudice and
injury of the public and of respondents ' competitors and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in or affecting commerce and
unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce in violation of
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Seatte Regional Offce proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation of the
Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and \vaivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
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determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty days , now in further conformity with the procedure
prescribed in Section 2. :14 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters
the following order:

A. Respondent Soft Sheen Company, Inc. is an Ilinois corporation
with its offce and principal place of business located at 7126-30 South
Chicago Ave. , Chicago , Illinois.

Respondents Edward G. Gardner and Betty Gardner are officers and
principal shareholders of Soft Sheen Company, Inc. They formulate
direct and control the acts and practices of Soft Sheen Company, Inc.
and their address is the same as that of said corporation.

Respondent Franklin LeU Associates is an Illinois corporation with
its office and principal place of business located at 120 South Riverside
Plaza, Chicago , Ilinois.
B. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordeTed That respondents Soft Sheen Company, Inc., and
Franklin Lett Associates, corporations, and their successors and

assigns , and their officers , and Edward G. Gardner and Betty Gardner
individually and as officers of Soft Sheen Company, Inc., and
respondents' agents, representatives and employees, directly or
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in

connection \vith the advertising, offering for sale , sale , or distribution
of Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers or any cosmetic in or affecting
commerce , as "cosmetic" and "commerce" are defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended , do forthwith cease and desist
from:

A. Representing in writing, orally, visually, or in any other manner
directly or by implication that:

1. Any hair straightening product is safe , comfortable , or does not
burn the hair or skin.
2. Any hair straightening product may be used on all grades or

types of hair.
:J. Any hair straightening product provides the user

216- 69 O-LT - 77 -
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a. time adequate to complete application , or
b. more time for application than is available

straightening products

unless at the time the representation is made , respondents have a
reasonable basis , consisting of competent and reliable tests or other
evidence , to support such representation.

B. Hepresenting, in any manner, the safety or efficacy of any
cosmetic , or the ingredients therein , unless at the time such representa-
tion is made respondents have in their possession a reasonable basis
consisting of competent and reliable tests or other evidence , to support
such representation; or misrepresenting in any manner the nature of
any. such product or its ingredients or the effect of any such product or
its ingredients on hair or skin or any other structure of the body.

C. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
of Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers or any similar product , which
fails to disclose , clearly and conspicuously with nothing to the contrary
or in mitigation thereof, the follmving statement exactly as it appears
below:

with other hair

W ARNIJ\G: Follow directions rarcfully to avoid skin and scalp irritation , hair
hreakage and eye injury.

Provided , however That Paragraph I of this order shall apply to
respondent Franklin LeU Associates only with respect to Mr. Cool or
Miss Cool hair relaxers , and any cosmetic manufactured by Soft Sheen
Company, Inc. , and any hair straightening product or process.

It is jilTthe)' ordered That respondents Soft Sheen Company, Inc. and
Franklin LeU Associates, corporations, and their successors and
assigns and their officers , and Edward G. Gardner and Betty Gardner
individually and as officers of Soft Sheen Company, Inc., and

respondents' agents, representatives and employees, directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in

connection with the advertising. offering for sale , sale or distribution of
Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxers or any cosmetic , as "cosmetic " is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from:

A. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by United States
mails or by any means in or having an effect upon commerce, as
commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as

amended , for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce

directly or indirectly the purchase of any such product , any advertisc
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ment which contains a representation prohihited by Paragraph One of
this order or which omits a disclosure for such product required by

Paragraph One of this order.
B. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by any means , for

the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or
indirectly, the purchase of any such product in or having an effect on
commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , any advertisement which contains a representation prohibited by
Paragraph One of this order or which omits a disclosure for such
product required by Paragraph One of this order.

Provided , however That Paragraph II of this order shall apply to
respondent Franklin Lett Associates only with respect to Mr. Cool or
:\i88 Cool hair relaxers , and any cosmetic manufactured by Soft Sheen
Company, Inc. , and any hair straightening product or process.

It i8 further ordered That respondents Soft Sheen Company, Inc. , a
corporation, and its successors, assigns and officers , and Edward G.
Gardner and Betty Gardner, individually and as officers of Soft Sheen
Company, Inc. , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employ-
ees, directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other
device , in connection with the offering for sale , sale , or distribution of
Mr. Cool and Miss Cool hair relaxet's or any similar product in or
affecting commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, do forthwith cease and desist from
failng to include clearly and conspicuously on an information panel of
the retail procluct package , the package insert, and the label of the
relaxer container of any such product, with nothing to the contrary or
in mitigation thereof, the following disclosures exactly as they appear
below:

WARNING:

This product comains pota.ssium hydroxide (lye). You must follow directions
carefuJJy to avoid skin and scalp burns , hair loss , and eye injury.

2. Do not use if scalp is irritated or injured
8. Do not use on bleached , dyed or tinted hair. If you have previously relaxed your

hair, reiax only the new growth , as described in the directions.
1. If the relaxer causes skin or scalp irritation , rinse out immediately and neutralize

with the .shampoo in the kit. If irritation persists or if hair loss occurs , consult a physician.
5. If the relaxer gets into eyes , rinse immediately and consult a physician

Respondents shall comply with this provision by August 15 , 1975 or
hy the effective date of this order , whichever shall occur first.
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It is further ordered That the Soft Sheen respondents shall recall
and retrieve , from each beauty salon which sells or uses Mr. Cool and
Miss Cool hair relaxers , each display advertisement for Mr. Cool and
Miss Cool hair relaxers which contains any word or representation
prohibited by Paragraph I of this order or which omits a disclosure for
such products required by Paragraph I of this order.

It is further ordered That respondents shall distribute a copy of this
order to their present and future officers, directors , and operating
divisions and that respondents secure from each such person a signed
statement acknowledging receipt of this order.

It is further ordered That respondents maintain at all times in the
future complete business records relative to the manner and form of
their continuing compliance with the terms and provisions of this order.
Each record shall be retained by respondents for at least three years
after it is made.

VII

It is further ordered That the corporate respondents notify the

Commission at least thirty days prior to any proposed change in
respondents such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation or corporations , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries , a change in corporate name or address , 01

any other change in the corporations which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of this order.

VII

It is further ordered That each individual respondent promptly
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his or her present
business or employment and/or his or her affiliation with a new
husiness or employment. Such notice shall include the respondent'
current address and a statement as to the nature of the business or
employment in which he or she is engaged as well as a description of his
or her duties or responsibilities.

1 t is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty days after
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service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a written
report setting forth in detail the manner and form of their compliance
with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

AMERICAN r:IAGE CORPORATIO , ET AL.

COKSENT ORDER, ETC. , m REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COM:IISSIO ACT

Docket C-2787. Complainl , Feb. 1976-De6sioli , Feb. , 1.976

Consent order requiring a New York City manufacturer and distributor of a skin
preparation designated "Rebirth Beauty Masque " among other things to ('ease
misrepresenting the cosmetic or beautifying effeds of their product. Further

respondents are prohibited from making performance claims regarding their
product without substantiating documentation in their possession backing up
such claims.

Appearances

For the Commission: Ma,.k A. Heller.
For the respondents: Sheldon S. Lustigman, Bass &

York City.
Ullman New

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that American Image
Corporation, a corporation, and Marvin Schere , individually and as
president of said corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents
have violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
pubhc interest , hereby issues this complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent American Image Corporation is a
corporation organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of New York with its principal place of business
located at 276 Park Ave. So. ew York, New York.

PAR. 2. Respondent Marvin Schere is an individual who is president
of respondent American Image Corporation. He formulates, directs
and controls its acts, practices , and policies , including those hereinafter
set forth. He cooperated in and effectuated the acts, policies, and

practices of the corporation. His address is the same as that of the
corporation.

PAR. 3. Respondents are now , and for some time past have been
engaged in the manufacture, advertising, offering for sale , sale , and
distribution of a skin preparation designated "Rebirth Beauty Mask" to
retailers for resale to the consuming pubhc.
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PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid
respondents now cause , and for some time past have caused the said
Rebirth Beauty Masque , when sold , to be shipped to purchasers thereof
located in various State3 of the United States other than the State of
origination, and maintain, and at aU times mentioned herein have
maintained, a substantial course of trade in said Rebirth Beauty
Masque in commerce , as i!commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business, and for the
purpose of inducing the sale of their said Rebirth Beauty Masque
respondents have made numerous statements and representations 

print advertising respecting the effect of said product in producing

clear , unblemished skin.
PAR. 6, Typical and illustrative of said statements and representa-

tions , but not all-inclusive thereof, are the following:

PEEL OFF" COMPLEXION PROBLEMS 11' O/'' LY 15 MINUTES

Xow you can have a beautiful complexion , frec of pimples , acne , blackheads , dry flaky
skin with Rebirth Beauty Masque.

Y Qu ll do as thousands do: just smooth on soothing Rebirth'" 0; * let it dry for 15
minutes * * '* then simply LIFT AWAY complexion problems!

Dirt , bacteria , all those ugly skin blemishes peel off easily, harmJessJy, naturally.
Dark circles around your eyes will vanish * '" *' lines wil be jess visible '" *' '" blotches

wil fade '" *' *' for a fresh , youthful skin.
Your face is clear , glowing, satin-smooth - your "hinden beauty, " revealed at last!

You ll smile and the world will smile back!

PAR. 7. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and
representations , and others of similar import and meaning but not
expressly set out herein , respondents have represented , and directly or
by implication , that:

I. The use of Rebirth Beauty :\lasque wi1 produce , within fifteen
(15) minutes, skin that is free of acne , pimples, and blackheads for
every individual who uses it;
2. Rebirth Beauty Masque will permanently remove dark circles

from around the eyes within fifteen (15) minutes , on every individual
who uses it;
3. The use of Rebirth Beauty Masque will cause skin blemishes to

peel off, or lift away completely on every individual who uses it;
4. Tests or demonstrations which prove the representations

numbered 1 , and 3 above have been conducted.
PAR. 8. In truth and in fact:

I. The use of Rebirth Beauty Masque wi1 not produce, within

fifteen (15) minutes , skin that is free of acne , pimples , and blackheads
for every individual who uses it;
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2. Rebirth Beauty Masque wil not permanently remove dark
circles from around the eyes of every individual who uses it , within
fifteen (15) minutes.

3. The use of Rebirth Beauty Masque will not cause skin blemishes
to peel off, or lift away completely on every individual who uses it;
4. Tests or demonstrations which prove the representations

numbered 1 , and 3 above have not been conducted.
PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of their business , and at all times

mentioned herein , respondents have been in substantial competition , in
commerce , with corporations , firms , and individuals in the sale of skin
preparations.

PAR. 10. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, misleading
and deceptive statements and representations has had , and now has
the tendency and capacity to mislead members of the purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and

representations were and are true and into the purchase of substantial
quantities of Rebirth Beauty Masque by reason of said erroneous and
mistaken belief.

PAR. I I. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents , as
herein alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public
and of respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute
unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce , in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

DECISION & ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having heen furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the bureau proposed to present to
the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued by the
Commission, would charge respondents with violations of the Federal
Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the
respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft
of complaint, a statement that the signing of such agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission hy
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission
Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
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violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings
and enters the following order:

I. Respondent American Image Corporation is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of !\ew York , with its principal office and place of business
at 276 Park A ve. So. , New York, New York.
2. Respondent :varvin Schere, an individual, is president of said

corporation. His business address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents American Image Corporation, a

corporation, and its successors and assigns, and Marvin Schere
individually and as president of said corporation, and respondents

officers , representatives , agents , and employees , directly or through
any corporate or other device, in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale , sale or distribution of Rebirth Beauty Masque or any
other skin creme, ointment or salve in or affecting commerce, as

commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do
forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or by implica-
tion , that any such product:

I. Produces or helps to produce skin that is blemish-free , or is free
of acne , pimples , or blackheads, or will cause skin blemishes to peel off
or lift away, or to be removed or eliminated;

2. Removes or eliminates , or helps to remove or eliminate , circles
from around the eyes;

3. Wil perform in any given manner or is effective for any purpose
unless such claims are true and have been substantiated.

It is further ordered That respondents shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each of their operating divisions.

It is furtheT ordeTed That respondents notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assignment, or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
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subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.

It is further ordered That each respondent shall within sixty (60)
days and at the end of six (6) months after the effective date of the
order served upon them , file with the Commission a report, in writing,
signed hy respondents, setting forth in detail the manner and form of
their compliance with the order to cease and desist.
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IN THE MATTER OF

GROLIER INCORPORATED , ET AL.

Docket 8879. Order, Feb. 10, 1976

Respondents ' motion to disqualify and remove administrative law judge denied; and
denial of respondents ' discovery requests relative to evidence which would
subject administrative law judge to disqualification; request for oral argument
also denied.

Appearances

For the Commission: Edward D. Steinman, David C. Fix and Robert
D. Friedman.

For the respondents: Frederick P. Furth and Cullinan, Burns &
Holmer San Francisco, Calif.

ORDER DENYING :\0TION TO DISQUALIFY ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGE

Administrative Law Judge Theodor P. von Brand informed the
parties at a hearing on January 14, 1976 , that he had been a legal
advisor to Commissioner Everette MacIntyre from 1963 until January
1971. The law judge s disclosure was prompted by testimony by one of
respondents ' officials as to a meeting he had attended at which Mr.
MacIntyre was present in 1966 or 1967.

Respondents now move under Section 3.42(g)(2) of the Rules 
Practice to disqualify Judge von Brand on the ground that his presence
on Commissioner MacIntyre s staff and his participation in this matter
as administrative law judge violate the Administrative Procedure Act
5 U. C. !j554(d). The section prohibits an employee "engaged in the
performance of investigative or prosecuting functions for an agency in
a case " from participating or advising in the decision or recommended
decision of that or a factually related case. Respondents also claim that
the law judge s participation in this matter involves the appe2-ance of
impropriety.

During the time Judge von Brand was an advisor to Commissioner

MacIntyre , the Commission had before it, among other things, the
following matters involving respondents: a proposed complaint and

proposed consent order, an assurance of voluntary compliance , and a
resolution directing a non-public investigation.

The law judge has declined to disqualify himself and has submitted a
response under Section 3.42(g)(2) in which he states that he has no
recollection of having worked "on matters involving these respondents
while serving as legal advisor to Commissioner MacIntyre " hut that
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(iJn view of the volume of the circulations going through a
Commissioner s office and the time span involved , rhe J cannot say that
rhe J never saw or reviewed a circulation or staff recommendation
relating to these respondents," The judge takes the position that
(IJegal advisors to the Commissioners are not engaged in the

performance of investigative or prosecuting functions. Legal advisors
to Commissioners , who function essentially as law clerks in reviewing
circulations or staff recommendations , act in an advisory capacity to
their Commissioners , as distinguished from agency employees in the
operating bureaus who are responsible for securing or presenting
evidence.

The requirement that adjudicatory and prosecuting or investigative
functions he segregated arose out of a concern that "a man who has
buried himself in one side of an issue is disabled from bringing to its
decision that dispassionate judgment which Anglo-American tradition
demands of those who decide questions." See, Senate Judiciary
Committee Print , June 1945. Those who have done the actual work of
investigating and building the case and those who have prosecuted the
case with a "wil to win " Davis Administrative Law Treatise, 913.

(1958), may have a sufficient stake in the case to preclude the
dispassionate judgment that due process and the Administrative
Procedure Act require. We do not believe that an assistant to a
Commissioner , who provides advice during the pre-complaint stage of
an investigation, has the kind of stake in the outcome that would inhibit
a fair decision. Cf. Gellhorn & Byse Administrative Law: Cases and
Comments 1036 (6th ed. 1974).

For these reasons , we see no apparent impropriety in Judge von

Brand' s continued participation in this matter.
Respondents also seek discovery of documents which they assert to

be "reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of evidence
concerning Commission actions taken with respect to , or Commission
contacts with , the respondents during Judge von Brand' s tenure as a
legal advisor." Respondents claim that some of the documents are

reasonably calculated to lead to evidence showing whether Judge von
Brand had direct contact with any matters pertaining to the respon-
dents while he served as legal advisor." Respondents also move for a
subpoena addressed to the law judge directing him to appear at 

deposition hearing and testify concerning any participation he may
have had , from 1963 through 1971 , in any Commission activities related
to the respondents.

, Tr.e Com",ission expects th t th., law judge will confine hih decision to he record. We note he has tated that he
hahnnrerollection of bav,ng ,een any rirculations or staffrecommpndatiuns pertaining to these reopo ndentswhiie he
wason Commissioner:'acIntyre s staff
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Because we do not believe that Judge von Brand would be subject to
disqualification even if it could he shown that he advised Commissioner
MacIntyre on matters pertaining to these respondents, the discovery
requests are denied. Accordingly,

It is ordered That respondents ' motion to disqualify and remove the
administrative law judge be , and it hereby is, denied;

It is further oTdered That respondents ' aforesaid discovery requests
, and they hereby are , denied.

, Re8pondents ' request t'orora. argum..nt is aiso denied
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IN THE :vATTER OF

VIRGINIA MORTGAGE EXCHANGE , INC. , ET AL.

ORDER, OPINION, ETC. , IK REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIOK OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AKD TRUTH IN LENDING

ACTS

Docket 9007. Cornplaint, Jan. 1975 Final Order, Feb. 10, 1976

Order requiring an Annandale , Va. , loan broker , among other things to cease violating
the Truth in Lending Act by failing to disclose to consumers, in connection with
the extension of consumer credit, such information as required by Regulation Z
of the said Act.

Appearances

For the Commission: Bernard Rowitz, Thomas J. Keary and Alan L.
Cohen.

For the respondents: William L. Warfield Annandale, Va.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and of the Truth in Lending Act and the implementing regulation
promulgated thereunder, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Virginia Mortgage Exchange, Inc., a corporation , and Wiliam L.
Warfield , individually and as an officer of said corporation , hereinafter
sometimes referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of
said Acts and the implementing regulation promulgated under the
Truth in Lending Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:

PARAGRAPH I. Respondent Virginia Mortgage Exchange , Inc. is a
corporation organized , existing and doing husiness under and by virtue
of the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia with its principal offce
and place of business located at 7616 Little River Turnpike , Annandale
Virginia.

Respondent William L. Warfield is an officer of the corporate

respondent. He formulates , directs, and controls the acts and practices
of the corporate respondent including the acts and practices herein-
after set forth. His address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have been
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engaged as brokers in the arranging and securmg of loans for the
general public.
PAR. 3. In the ordinary course and conduct of their business as

aforesaid , respondents regularly arrange for the extension of consumer
credit, as "consumer credit" is defined in Regulation Z , the implement-
ing regulation of the Truth in Lending Act, duly promulgated by the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

PAR. 4. Subsequent to July I , 1969, in the ordinary course of business
as aforesaid , respondents ' customers are provided v,rith consumer credit
cost disclosure statements.

By and through the use of these consumer credit cost disclosures

respondents:
I. Fail to identify each creditor, as "creditor" is defined by Section

226.2(m) of Regulation Z , as required by Section 226.6(d) of Regulation

2. Fail to print the terms "finance charge" and "annual percentage
rate" more conspicuously than other terminology, as required by
Section 226.6(a) of Regulation Z.
3. Fail to disclose the method of computing any unearned portion of

the finance charge in the event of prepayment of the obligation, as

required by Section 226.8(b)(7) of Regulation Z.
4. Fail to make full consumer credit cost disclosures before the

transaction is consummated , as required by Section 226.8(a) of
Regulation Z.

PAR. 5. Pursuant to Section 103(q) of the Truth in Lending Act
respondents ' aforesaid failures to comply \\ th the provisions of
Regulation Z constitute violations of the Act and , pursuant to Section
108 thereof, respondents have thereby violated the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

INITIAL DECISION BY LEWIS F. PARKER, ADMINISTRATIVE
LA W JUDGE

AUGUST 18, 1975

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

(I J The Federal Trade Commission s complaint in this proceeding

was issued on January 28 , 1975 , and charges respondents with violating
the Truth in Lending Act, the implementing regulation issued

thereunder and the Federal Trade Commission Act.

The com laint specifically alleges that respondents , by and through
the use of consumer credit cost disclosure statements provided to their
customers:
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I. Fail to identify each creditor as required by Section 226.6(d) of
Regulation Z.
(2) 2. Fail to print the terms "finance charge" and "annual

percentage rate" more conspicuously than other terminology, as
required by Section 226.6(a) of Regulation Z.

3. Fail to disclose the method of computing any unearned portion of
the finance charge in the event of prepayment of the obligation , as

required by Section 226.8(b )(7) of Regulation Z.
4. Fail to make full consumer credit cost disclosures before the

transaction is consummated, as required by Section 226.8(a) of
Regulation Z.

Respondents filed their answer to the complaint on March 28 , 1975
denying the first, third and fourth allegations. They neither admitted
nor denied the second allegation.

A prehearing conference was held on April II, 1975 , and a hearing
was held on June 2, 1975.

The parties fied proposed findings on June 30 and July I , 1975 and
replies on July 14 and 15 , 1975. This decision is based on the record as a
whole. The parties ' proposed findings and replies have been carefully
considered and to the extent they have not been adopted either
verbatim or in substance , they are rejected as not supported by the
evidence or as irrelevant to any issue in this proceeding.

FINDINGS OF FACT

I. Respondent Virginia Mortgage Exchange , Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the Commonwealth of Virginia, with its principal offce and place of
business located at 7616 Little River Turnpike , Annandale , Virginia.
(Prehearing Conference , Tr. II).'

(3) 2. Respondent William L. Warfield is president of the corporate
respondent and owns all of its stock. He formulates, directs, and
controls the acts and practices of the corporation, including those set
forth in the complaint. His address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent (Prehearing Conference , Tr. II; Tr. 43-44).
3. Virginia Mortgage Exchange was incorporated in 1952 and is a

broker whose business consists of aITanging loans between borrowers
and lenders , including consumer loans for personal dehts or home
improvements. The company began arranging consumer loans in 1968

, lZCLH 922(j et.I€'-(19i4)
1 Abbreviation" used in this decision are

Tr - Transcript Qfte,limony.
ex . Commio,iol1 e hjb;tR

HX - Responuenls exhibils
Admiss. - Resf)('rller. ts' answer" to cumplaint cou oel' s request for admisoiDns
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or 1969 (Tr. 44-48). Another corporation , Second Virginia Mortgage
Exchange (which also arranged consumer loans), was started by Mr.
Warfield and a silent partner in June or July of 1971. It was dissolved
after about one year. Mr. Warfield formulated , directed and controIled
the acts and practices of this company while it was in existence (Tr. 44-
46).

4. In 1971 approximately $184 500 worth of consumer loans were

broke red by Virginia Mortgage Exchange , Inc. and Second Virginia
:vortgage Exchange. In 1972 these companies brokered approximately

$198 502 worth of consumer loans (Admiss. 15 and 16). Approximately
90 percent of these loans were arranged v.ith Security Industrial Loan
Association as the lender (Admiss. 19). The remainder were placed with
Residential Industrial Association (Tr. 48).

5. In a typical transaction involving respondents' brokerage
services, the borrower signs an "origination fee agreement" and
respondents furnish the prospective lender with credit information
including, in some cases, credit reports, mortgage verifications and
property appraisals. The lender, usually some three to four days later
informs respondents by letter that the application has been approved
(see CX 40; Tr. 49-53; Admiss. 22 and 25). Respondents then inform the
borrower of approval of his application for a loan and of the closing
attorney s name (CX 41). Respondents also notify the closing attorney
of the loan approval , ask him to arrange settement, furnish him with
the necessary papers and request him to collect their commission (CX
42). Respondents ' commission is usuaIly 10 percent of the loan amount
up to $5 000 and 5 percent above that (Tr. 72).

6. The loans which respondents arranged were subject to a finance
charge and were payable in more than four instaIlments (CX' s 105-155).

(4 J 7. Respondents do not give their disclosure statements directly to
borrowers; instead, respondents forward the statements to the
attorney who wil be handling the closing with a request that they be
given to the borrowers at settement (Tr. 66-67). Two attorneys
involved in loans arranged by respondents testified that they furnished
respondents' statements as weIl as the 1enders' statements to
borrowers at the time of settlement, before any papers were signed
(Tr. 28- , 89- , 99).
8. From :\ay I , 1971 (when respondents began giving disclosure

statements to borrowers) to September 21 , 1973, respondents ' disclo-
sure statements did not reveal the names of the lenders (Tr. 60; CX'
105 to 155), although at the time these disclosure statements were
prepared , respondents knew the identity of the lenders (Tr. 67-68).

9. Inspection of the disclosure statements given to borrowers by
respondents until September 21 , 1973 reveals that while the term

216-969 O-LT - 77 -
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finance charge" is capitalized and underlined , other terms such as
amount of credit extended

" "

payments " etc. , are also capitalized and
are underlined. And while the term "annual percentage rate" is

capitalized, it is less conspicuous than other terms which are both

capitalized and underlined (CX's 105 to 155). Thus, the terms "finance
charge" and "annual percentage rate" are not printed more conspicu-

ously than other terms on the statements.

10. Respondents ' disclosure statements do not reveal the method of
computing any unearned portion of the finance charge in the event of
prepayment of the obligation; instead , most of respondents ' statements
refer the borrower to the lenders ' statements for this information

(CX' s I07- lI2 , lI4 , lI6- 120 , 122- 124 , 128- 143 , 145-154; Tr. 62). A few of
respondents' statements neither disclose the computation nor refer the
borrower to the lenders' statements, a failure attributed by Mr.
Warfield to clerical error (CX' s 105-106, lI3, lI5, 121 , 125- 127, 144; Tr.
62-63).

II. Under Virginia law (Title 6. , Chapter 5 , Section 234), industrial
loan associations are required to grant to natural persons borrowing
from them the right to anticipate payment of their debt at any time and
to receive a rebate computed in accordance with the Standard Rule of
78. Mr. Warfield testified that he was aware of Security Industrial
Loan Association s obligations under (5 J Virginia law in the event of
prepayment (Tr. 64-65). Security Industrial is the lender \vith whom
some 90 percent of the loans arranged by respondents were placed

(Finding 4 supra).
12. Although respondents neither disclosed the names of the

lenders nor revealed the lenders ' method of computing any unearned
portion of the finance charge in the event of prepayment, their

customers were given this information at settlement when the closing
attorneys turned over the lenders ' disclosure statements (Tr. 28 , 32-
93- 96; RX I).

13. As a result of discussions with the Federal Trade Commission
respondents changed their disclosure statements on or about Septem-
ber 21 , 1973 in two respects. The disclosure statements now reveal the
names of both creditors (lender and broker), and the terms "finance
charge" and "annual percentage rate" are now more conspicuous than
other terms used (RX 4; Tr. 68-69). Only one consumer loan has been
arranged by respondents since their disclosure statements were
changed (Tr. 69).
14. Respondents ' origination fee agreements state:

We hereby authorize you to negotiate and act as our sole and independent agent on our
beha!f for the p!acement of a -

---

mortgage loan on our property as described
above.
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It is understood that if you obtain a commitment in the amount of -- you will
be entitled to, and we agree to pay, an origination fee of --- , The closing attorney
is hereby authorized to disburse said fee from our loan proceeds. (CX' s 1-39)

However, there is no evidence that respondents or any other Virginia
brokers have ever collected or sued for their brokerage fee from a
borrower in the event that the loan transaction , although approved by
the lender, was not consummated. (6)

DISCUSSION

Failure To Identify Each Creditor

Section 226.6(d) of Regulation Z 3 provides that:

If there is more than one creditor in a transaction, each creditor shaJl be clearly

identifier! and shall be responsible for making only those disclosures required by this Part
which are within his knowledge and the purview of his relationship with the customer.

Respondents regularly arrange for the extension of consumer credit.'
They are therefore creditors for purposes of the Truth in Lending Act
and Regulation Z , inc1uding the disc10sure requirements of Section
226.6(d), as are the lenders with whom respondents have arranged
loans , Security Industrial Loan Association and Residential Industrial
Association.

(7) Although the borrowers are given separate disclosure statements
of the lender and respondents at settlement and are therefore aware
that there are two creditors involved in the loan which is about to be

extended , complaint counsel argue that respondents have nevertheless
violated Section 226.6(d) because they have not revealed the name of
the lender in their disclosure statements.

This follows , say complaint counsel, because each creditor must make
disclosures "required by this Part which are within his knowledge and
the purview of his relationship with the customer." (Section 226.6(d))

Respondents know who the potential lenders are before settement
but is this knowledge within the purview of their relationship with
their customers?

R,' gubtion Z was issued by the Boani of Governors of the Feueral ReSHvP System pursuant to Title I nf the
Truth in Lending A t Il. CS, 1601. d Ne'i' 0970)1, 12 C.P, R, 226_ 1(a)

, Sect;on226.2(f of RejflatioT1 Z states'

.. '

Arran e for the extension of rcdit ' means In prnv;de or "Her to provide consumer credit which is Or will be
U'nded by !!TQt: er person und,'r a business or other relationship pursuant tn which the person arranging such credit

rf'ceivf'sor wiJ: receive a rf'e curr. peT1sation orntnero()n,;ider ati()nfors\lrhsprvicc
" SeetionU6.2lml of Regu:ationZ state,

.. '

Creditnr ' mean,; a person who in thf' ,)rdinary l'()ursf'ofbusi,,,,,,s regubrly ex'-f'''';sor arr"T1g-es for the f'xtension
ot'consumerucdi: , Or "ff"rs t()l'xtend Or "rr"nge for the cxtcnsio no: suchcredit

Se" I.edcral Re,;en' f' Board Letter No, fi77 r)l-br, . 197:JI

In view of the f c\ that the ' nnder ' recei\'es a fee for obt ining th lua," iw !",comcs n arr nger for the
extens:on of l"ctlit under 226.2(fJ. As such , he i,; a creditor in tne trans e:ion , ",ong with the hank . "nd the provi i()T1S

of g226.Ii:dlapply with regard to multip!e cr"dit()rs
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There is apparently no judicial interpretation of this phrase - at
least neither party has brought any to my attention. The word
purview" refers , among other things , to the "range , sphere , or field of

a person s labour or occupation. The Oxford Universal Dictiona1"J (3d

Ed. 1955).

Since respondents necessarily know who the potential lender is by
virtue of their occupation , which is to find lenders for their customers
complaint counsel argue that this knowledge is within the purview of

their relationship with their customers and must be disclosed.
I do not agree. Since respondents meet their obligation to their

customers when they arrange a loan with any (8) lender, the name of
the lender is of no legal significance insofar as the relationship between
respondents and their customers is concerned and is thus not within the
sphere of that relationship.

I concede that complaint counsel's position finds some support in
Federal Reserve Board Letter No. 699 (July 19, 1973) which

commented on a similar situation. There , the Board's counsel advised
that a loan broker s fee should be revealed on the lender s disclosure

statement if the lender was aware of the amount of the fee. However
while such interpretations of Regulation Z are persuasive , they are not
binding on me. See Stefanski v. Mainway Budget Plan, Inc. 326 F.
Supp. 138 , 142 (S. D. Fla. 1971), rev d on other grounds 456 F.2d 2Il (5th
Cir. 1972).

I find that both the Board's and complaint counsel's interpretations
of Section 226.6(d) are inconsistent with its plain language. Section

226.6(d) does not require only proof of knowledge , it demands more 
proof that the knowledge is within the purview of the creditor
relationship with his customer. If one were to accept complaint
counsel's interpretation which equates " knowledge" with "purview
that would be equivalent to striking everything in Section 226.6(d) after

the word "knowledge." I prefer to believe that the drafters of
Regulation Z deliberately adopted the "purview" language as an

additional requirement. Since complaint counsel have established
nothing beyond respondents ' knowledge of the lender s name , they
have not demonstrated that respondents are required by Section
22G.6(d) to disclose that name on their statements.

Complaint counsel's alternative argument warrants little discussion
because it is based on a faulty premise. They claim that respondents
failure to disclose the name of the lender on their disclosure statements
violates the requirement of Section 226.8(a)(J) and (2) that all
disclosures be made together on either the note or the instrument
evidencing the obligation , or on one side of a separate statement.

But Section 226.8 refers only to "disclosures required by this
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section." If respondents are required by other parts of Regulation Z to
disclose the names of multiple creditors , (9 J then they must comply
with Section 226.8(a)(1) and (2); however , if the names of other
creditors are not within the know ledge of respondents and the purview
of their relationship with their customers , they need not disclose those
names on any instrument or statement.

The purpose of the Truth in Lending Act is to "assure a meaningful
disclosure of credit terms so that the consumer wil be able to compare
more readily the various credit terms available to him and avoid the
uninformed use of credit." 15 U. C. 91601 (1970).

Requiring the broker to reveal the lender s name when the lender
wiJ do so in his disclosure statement does nothing to further
congressional intent. The Board , I believe , realized this and deliberately
adopted language in Section 226.6(d) which would avoid unnecessary
1isclosures by multiple creditors, Therefore, respondents need not
reveal the other creditor, the lender, in their disclosure statements and
have complied with Section 226.6(d) of Regulation Z.

Failure To Print Certain Terms More Conspicuously Than
Others

Section 226.6(a) of Regulation Z states:

The disclosures required to be given by this Part shall be made clearly, conspicuously,
in meaningful sequence , in accordance with the further requirements of this section , and

at the time and in the terminolog-y prescribed in applicable sections. Except with respect
to the requirement of 9226.10 , where the terms "finance charge " and "annual percentage

rate" are required to be used, they shall be printed more conspicuously than other
tenninology required by this Part 

* * *

Respondents ' present disclosure statement fonn complies with this
section (RX 4), However , it has only been in use since September 1973;
prior statements clearly fell short of the demands of Section 226.6(a).

Respondents point out that in one sample fonn accompanying

Regulation Z when it was promulgated , at least two other headings
were as conspicuous as the terms "finance charge" and "annual
percentage rate.

(10 J Respondents apparently do not claim that they relied on this
form in preparing theirs; they seem to be saying instead that if the
agency responsible for the promulgation of Regulation Z can make
mistakes, they should be allowed some too. I cannot accept this
argument, for respondents are bound to comply "lith Regulation Z
regardless of what mistakes others may make, especially when
particular requirements , such as those of Section 226.6(a), are incapable

of misinterpretation.
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Respondents have , therefore , failed to comply with the requirements
of Section 226.6(a) of Regulation Z.

Failure To Disclose Method of Computing Unearned
of Finance Charge in Event of Prepayment

Section 226.8(b)(7) requires any creditor when extending credit other
than open end to identify "the method of computing any unearned
portion of the finance charge in the event of prepayment in full of an
obligation 

* * *'

The lenders reveal this information on their disclosure statements
(see RX I)," and respondents refer their customers to these statements
but complaint counsel urge that respondents ' disclosure statement
must duplicate the language recited in the footnote because pursuant to
the general disclosure requirements of Regulation Z (Section 226.6), the
specific disclosure required by Section 226.8(b)(7) is within respon-
dents ' knowledge and the purview of their relationship with their
customers (see Section 226.6(d)).

Respondents reply that the only fee they charge is a placement fee
which they fully earn upon closing of the loan, but this misconceives

complaint counsel's argument , for they claim that respondents , because
of Section 226.6(d), must reveal the lender s method of computing any
unearned portion of the finance charge.
(Il) Respondents also argue that since they are not creditors

extending credit other than open end credit,' they need not make the
disclosure required in Section 226.8(b)(7).

Credit" is defined in Section 226.2(1) as the "right granted by a
creditor to a customer to defer payment of debt, incur debt and defer
its payment, or purchase property or services and defer payment
therefor.

According to this definition , respondents are not creditors extending
credit, for payment of their placement fee is not deferred.

However, \vhile respondents are not creditors extending credit, they
are "creditors" for purposes of other parts of Regulation Z because
they arrange for the extension of consumer credit (see Section
226.2(m)).

Thus , even though Section 226.8(a) is not applicable to respondents
disclosure of the information referred to in Section 226.8(b)(7) could be
required by Section 226.6(d).

Portion

, "

B()rr()wer ,r-ai! 11""", the right to anticipate paynu'nl ()f this d",bt at "ny time and shail rereive a rebate forar.
unearned int"re t, wr.;ch rebate "hall be computed in :occnrdartce with the Standard R'J:e of 78 and sha l bl' reduced h
"" anticipation premium equa l to that p()rtiuJl of the contr"ct iJ\tl're t al.ocab1e under uch Rule tu the next gi

payr:lents."'

, See Section 220.81..:: "Any creditor when extending rredit uther th"n open I'nd credit shall , in accord"nc' e wit!;
22(d; and tu the p :ent applicable, ma ke the disclosures required hy this gpction

" . ."
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Nevertheless, respondents are not required by that section to
disclose Section 226.8(b)(7) information. Lenders must comply with
Virginia law concerning prepayment , and respondents are aware of
this, but for the reasons I gave in discussing the allegation of failure to
identify each creditor, the knowledge which respondents have of the
lender s prepayment obligation is not within the purview of their
relationship with their customers, because that infonnation is not an
essential aspect of their relationship, The purview of the broker-
customer relationship does not depend upon how the lender computes
the unearned portion of his finance charge. The broker s only obligation
is to obtain a lender willing to extend credit.

As I did with respect to the claim that respondents must disclose the
names of all creditors, I reject the argument that the words
knowledge" and "purview" are essentially similar, for according to this

argument, each creditor would have to disclose everything he knew
(12 J about a credit transaction, This interpretation clearly contravenes
the intent of the drafters of Section 226.6(d) which makes multiple
creditors " responsible for making only those disclosures 

* * 

" which
are within his knowledge and the purview of his relationship with his
customer, (Emphasis added,

Respondents are not required by Section 226,6(d) of Regulation Z to
disclose the lender s method of computing any unearned portion of the
finance charge in the event of prepayment of the obligation.

Failure To Make Full Consumer Credit Cost Disclosures

Section 226.8(a) of Regulation Z states:

Any creditor w hen extending credit other than open end credit shaIJ , in accordance
with 22(j. and to the extent applicable , make the disclosures required by this section
with respect to any transaction consummated on or after July 1 , 1969. Except as provided
in paragraphs (g) and (h) of this section , such disclosures shaH be made before the
transaction is consummated.

Respondents ' disclosure statements are not given to their customers
until settlement, that is , when the loan transaction is consummated.
Although Section 226.8(a) seems to refer only to loan transactions
complaint counsel claim that another transaction is consummated
within the meaning of Section 226.8(a) when the lender commits itself
to making a loan, because respondents earn their brokerage fee at that
time, It is thus argued that because the brokerage transaction is

consummated" before settlement, and respondents furnish their
disclosure statement at settement, they have violated this disclosure
requirement.

Respondents argue that since their fee is paid out of the loan
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proceeds at settlement, the transaction is not consummated until that
time.

Under the origination fee agreement signed hy their customers
respondents are entitled to their commission if they obtain a loan

commitment (see CX I). Complaint counsel urge that by analogy
with Virginia real estate law, respondents must therefore make the
(13 J disclosures required by Section 226.8(a) when they are informed
by the lender of its approval of the loan application .' However , one of
their witnesses, a settlement attorney, gave his opinion that respon-

dents would not be entitled to their placement fee unti the loan papers
were signed because that is the intent of the origination fee agreement
(Tr. I02).

It is not clear, in my opinion , what the intent of broker and customer
is when the origination fee agreement is signed. The agreement does
state: "It is understood that if you obtain a commitment in the amount
of 

----- 

you wil be entitled to, and we agree to pay, an
origination fee of --- " and this language lends support to

complaint counsel's argument.
However, respondents ' customers could argue that the agreement'

further language "The closing attorney is hereby authorized to
disburse said fee from our loan proceeds" reveals the intent that the
fee wil be earned only when the loan is obtained. Further support for
this argument is found in the third paragraph of the agreement:

In the event that you obtain a loan satisfactory to us in a lesser amount than shown
above , it is understood that you shall be entitled to an origination fee equaling ten percent
of the first five thousand dollars of the proceeds of the loan, plus five percent of any
amount over five thousand dollars. (CX 1)

114 J Why should the borrower condition payment of the placement
fee on obtaining a loan for a lesser amount only if it were satisfactory
to him , but commit himself to pay the fee if mere approval for the full
amount is obtained? It is at least arguable that it was the intention of
the parties , as revealed in this language, that the placement fee would
be payable , regardless of the amount of the loan, only if the loan were
satisfactory to the borrower. The point is that the language of the
agreement leaves room for doubt, and complaint counsel have not
furnished any evidence which would assist in interpreting it. There are
apparently no court cases on this point and there is no evidence that
any Virginia loan hroker has ever collected or attempted to collect his

, See e.g, j(p; IJer . J. .\1. 0"'/(' 206 Va. !i , J.5 St:. 2d 1, , HjO (Va. 1965)
Gener..:ly. when a reHI pstale broker . I'ursuar. t to a valid listing agreement . procures a purchaser for a listed

proper:yready. wiilingan,iabletobuyuponth"terrr.srldinedbythpowner , then tilPagent is entitlpdto
1,15 com",i"""". The fact th"t tr.p sale is not consurr, mated dues not rleprive the 'broker of the right to

cei\'e his commission unl"," the failure l() ,' ",,"ummate is due to some fault of lhp broker
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fee even though the lender has failed to consummate the loan. Under
the circumstances , I cannot find as a matter of law that the transaction
between broker and borrower is consummated prior to settlement.

Furthermore , it hardly seems logical to require the broker to make
disclosures prior to the time the lender must. Although complaint
counsel argue that early disclosure is essential so that borrO\vers can
shop for credit, it is apparent to me , and complaint counscl make no
contrary claim , that the lenders complied with Regulation Z when they
made the required disclosures at settement. See StaV1-ides v. Mellon
Notional Honk rmst Co. :J5:J F. Supp. 1072, 1078 (W.D. Pa.

), 

(Ltfd
487 F.2d 95:J (:Jd Cir. 1973):

We think it w(mJd be very unusual that a mortgagor would be called upon to execute a
mortgage and bond without some prior notice of its terms. But even if this were to occur
we think disclosure of the terms of the loan in the mortgage papers just before closing

would be adequate disclosure under 91639.

See also Foster v. Maryland State Savings Loan Ass 369 F. Supp.

843, 846 (D. C. 1974); Ljepa'V v. M.L. C. Prope1-ties , Inc. CCH
Consumer Credit Guide \)98 639 at pp. 88 175- 176 (9th Cir. 1975):

lP1aintjffs J argue that shopping for credit requires that the disclosure statement be
provided sufficiently in advance so that a borrower would have the opportunity to go to
another lender to see if he could obtain r 15 J better terms. While we find that this
argument is logically persuasive , it has heen rejected hy virtually every court that has
considered it.

Thus, even if it were clear that respondents ' fee is earned prior to
settlement , it would seem ludicrous to require them to disclose credit
information which the lender need not disclose until settlement.

Since complaint counsel have failed to establish that the transaction
is consummated prior to settlement, respondents are not required to
make Truth in Lending disclosures prior to settlement.

Liability of Mr. Warfield

Respondents have failed to print the terms "finance charge" and
annual percentage rate" more conspicuously than other terms on their

disclosure statements.
The corporate respondent's president, Mr. Warfield , is responsible

for this violation of Regulation Z in the sense that he is responsible for
all of the activities of the corporate respondent , and complaint counsel
claim that he should therefore be subject to any cease and desist order

which I might enter.

" Corr.pla;n; eounsel po:nl O'Jl !.r. l 2 ,'eel'n!. mendnwn!. to Sedi"n 121 of the Truth in Lendiq; Act. 15 U . l' gIG:;)

i I 7()1. r quire, ,i;,c:o,un,s a tr.e t;rr,e t he creditor ma;"e, cmnmitment to e tpnd ('red it. '11 y interpret"!.i",, or SPel;or
22(U';( ) mu,t ()wP"er . be b ,ed upnlllr. Act a it "-,;" t,,d whell th challenged :ran'2cto"D' ucc rred.
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There is no question that an individual can be held accountable for

the acts of a corporation and can be brought within the ambit of
Commission cease and desist orders. See , John A. auziak 

Federal Trade Commission 361 F.2d 700 , 704 (8th Cir. 1966), cert.
denied 385 U. S. 1007 (1967); Standard Distributors , Inc. v. Federal
Tmde Commission 2II F.2d 7, 14-15 (2d Cir. 1954). The reason for
extending the prohibition of a cease and desist order to individuals is
the fear that (16J they might avoid the order by continuing the
proscribed activity in their individual capacity.

It is not enough , however , that Mr. Warfield controls the acts and
practices of the corporation. If that were the basis of individual

responsibi1ity, every corporate officer whose responsibilities encom-
passed acts and practices challenged by a complaint would be
individually 1iable.

If it had been shown that Mr. Warfield had deliberately engaged in
consumer deception , or that there is reason to believe that he would
attempt to evade an order, individual 1iability would be appropriate.
But the single violation which I have found was not intentionally
devised to deceive borrowers and it does not justify an order directed
against Mr. Warfield in his individual capacity.

Discontinuance

Respondents argue that if they violated the Truth in Lending and
Federal Trade Commission Acts by failng to comply with certain
provisions of Regulation Z, such violations were discontinued in
September 1973, before the Commission s complaint was issued , and
that entry of an order is therefore unnecessary and inappropriate.

Discontinuance is seldom a defense in Commission proceedings
especially when it is , or may have been, prompted by the knowledge
that the Commission is investigating one s activities. Oregon-Washing-
ton Plywood Co. v. Federal Trade Commission 194 F.2d 48 , 51 (9th Cir.
1952); Automobile Owners Safety Insurance Co. v. Federal Trade

Commission 255 F.2d 295 , 298 (8th Cir.

), 

cert. denied 358 U.S. 875

(1958).
(17 J Respondents began using a new disclosure statement only after

discussions were held with Commission representatives. The discontin-
uance was thus not voluntary; it was apparently prompted by
knowledge of the Commission s interest in respondents ' activities. See

'" S"" Tile Lovnble Cv"' pIJI"I. fi7 F'T.c. 1:126, 1:':'0- :" (1%5): "To j\Jstify naming an offcer as an in(Jjvidual there

mllst be something in the n c()f(! suggesting that he would he likely to engage in these practices in the future (1,' QJI

illdil'idl'al. To argue otr.erwise would be tn hold that in every order running against a "nrJ1oralion the officer,; w\on

control its p()Jicies . acts and pradi"esshould be named_" (E:mphasis in original)
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Beneficial COTp. C. Dkt. 8922, p. 12 (July 15 , 1975) (86 FTC. 119
at 165).

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over respondents
and the practices described herein.
2. Respondents are not required to identify each creditor, as

creditor" is defined by Section 226.2(m) of Regulation Z.
3. Respondents are not required to disclose the lender s method of

computing any unearned portion of the finance charge in the event of
prepayment of the obligation.
4. Respondents have not failed to make full consumer credit cost

disclosures before the transaction is consummated.
5. Respondents have failed to print the terms "finance charge" and

annual percentage rate" more conspicuously than other terminology,
as required by Section 226.6(a) of Regulation Z , and have therefore
violated the Truth in Lending Act, and pursuant to Section I08(c) 

that Act , 15 U. C. 91607(c)(1970), the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Because of the very narrow violation of the Truth in Lending Act

the order should be limited to enjoining further identical violabons.
This is not a case in which entry of a broad order outlawing other

possible violations of the Truth in Lending Act is appropriate.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Virginia Mortgage Exchange, Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns, and its officers , and respon-
dent' s agents , representatives (I8 J and employees , directly or through
any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
any extension or arrangement for the extension of credit or advertise-
ment to aid , promote or assist, directly or indirectly, any extension or
arrangement for the extension of consumer credit, as "consumer
credit" and "advertisement" are defined in Regulation Z (12 C.F.
9226) of the Truth in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90-321 , 15 U. C. 91601

seq. (1970)), do forthwith cease and desist from:
Failing to print the terms "finance charge" and "annual percentage

rate" more conspicuously than other terminology, as required by
Section 226.6(a) of Regulation Z.

It is funher ordeTed That respondent corporation shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions.

It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution, assignment or sale resu1ting in the
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emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.

(19 It is further ordered That respondent deliver a copy of this
order to cease and desist to all present and future personnel of
respondent engaged in the arranging for the extension of consumer
credit and that respondent secure a signed statement acknowledging
receipt of said order from each such person.

It is further ordered That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days
after this order becomes final , file with the Commission a report, in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.

OPI!'ION OF THE COMMISSIO:-

BY DIXOI\ C01nmis:iioner

(lJ The complaint in this matter was issued on January 28, 1975

charging respondents with violations of the Truth in Lending Act (15
c. 91601 et seq.

), 

Regulation Z" promulgated thereunder (12

R. 9226 et seq.

), 

and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act (15 V. C. 945), in connection with their arrangement, as loan
brokers , of transactions between lenders and borrowers. Hearings
before an administrative law judge (hereinafter sometimes ALJ) led to
an initial decision on August 18 , 1975 , holding that Virginia Mortgage
Exchange had breached the law by failing to print the terms "finance
charge" and "annual percentage rate" more conspicuously than other

terminology, as required by Section 226.6(a) of Regulation Z. The judge
recommended an order correcting this violation , and recommended that
in all other respects the complaint be dismissed.

Complaint counsel have appealed , arguing that the law judge erred in
failing to find that respondents , as loan brokers , are obliged to disclose
the name of the lender with whom a loan is arranged , and the method
by which any unearned portion of the finance charge is computed in the
event of (2 J prepayment of a loan. Complaint counsel further urge the
Commission to extend liability to the individual respondent, and to
expand the order to forbid related violations of Regulation Z not
alleged in the complaint. Respondents have taken no appeal from the
A LJ's conclusions and urge that no further findings of violation be
made.

BACKGROUND

The facts of this matter are simple and neither side has objected to
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the ALJ' s concise accounting of them. The following summary borrows
repeatedly (without quotation marks) from the judge s own prose:

Respondent Virginia :vlortgage Exchange is a broker whose business
consists of arranging loans between borrowers and lenders , including
consumer loans for personal debts or home improvements. (LD. 3) 1 The

bulk of the company s consumer loans were arranged with Security
Industrial Loan Association as the lender. (LD. 4) Mr. William Warfield
is the president of Virginia Mortgage Exchange, (LD. 2)

In a typical transaction arranged by respondents , the borrower signs
an "origination fee agreement" and respondents furnish the pros-
pective lender with credit information , including, in some cases , credit
reports , mortgage verifications and property appraisals. The lender
usually some three to four days later, informs respondents by letter
that the application has been approved. Respondents then inform the
borrower that his loan application has been approved , and of the closing
attorney s name. Respondents also notify the closing attorney of the
loan approval , ask him to arrange settement, furnish him with the
necessary papers and request him to collect their commission , which is
usually 10 percent of the loan amount up to $5000 and 5 percent above
that. (LD, 5)

Respondents do not give their Truth in Lending disclosure statement
directly to the borrower. Instead they forward the statement to the
closing attorney with a request that it be provided at settement.

Attorneys involved in loans arranged by respondents testified that
they furnished respondents' statements as well as the lenders

statements to borrowers at the time of settlement before any papers
were signed. (I.D. 7) (3)

I. Failure to Disclose Name of Lender and Method of
Computing Unearned Finance Charge

The complaint alleged that respondents had contravened the law by
failing to disclose the name of the lender and the method of computing
any unearned portion of the finance charge in the event of prepayment.
The fact of nondisclosure is not denied. The ALJ found that prior to
September 21 , 1978 , respondents did not disclose the name of the
lender in their disclosure statement. Thereafter, following investigation

by Commission staff, they hegan to disclose the lender s name. (I,D. 9)

The ALJ further found that respondents ' disclosure statements did not
at any time reveal the method of computing the unearned portion of the
finance charge. (I.D. 10)

The ;ol:ow:r.gabbre\'i,, ior.s ar used er"in:

I.D - Initi..J DecibioTi (Finding :-o)
J.D. p. InitiHI De("isior. (j' g€ "Io.!
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Respondents acknowledge their obligation , as a broker, to provide
consumers with a Truth in Lending disclosure statement of some sort.
At issue in this proceeding is the nature of those disclosures which a

loan broker must provide. Section 226.6(d) of Regulation Z establishes
the disclosure obligations of each creditor when there is more than one:
(4)

(d) Multple creditoTs; joint disclosure. If there is more than one creditor in a
transaction , each creditor shall be clearly identified and shall be responsible for making
only those discJosures required by this part which are within his knowledge and the
purview of his relationship with the customer. If two or more creditors make a joint
disclosure , each creditor shall be clearty identified. * * *

Section 226.8 requires inter alia:

Identification of the method of computing any unearned portion of the finance charge
in the event of prepayment in ful! of an obligation which includes precomputed finance
charges * "' *

In the instant case the idehtity of the lender and the method of
computing the unearned finance charge were clearly within the
knowledge of respondents at the time their disclosure statement was
furnished (J.D. 9, II), and the crucial question, therefore , is whether or
not these terms were within the "purview" of respondents ' relationship
with their customers.

The ALJ reasoned that:

Since respondents meet their obligation to their customers when they arrange a loan
with any lender, the name of the lender is of no legal significance insofar as the
relationship between respondents and their customers is concerned and is thus not within
the sphere of that relationship. (I. D. pp. 7-

We cannot agree. In our view , all terms of a given loan fall within the
purview" or "scope" of the relationship between a customer and the

broker who arranges that loan. It is respondents ' responsibility as
broker to provide their customers with the loan they desire, and this
necessarily includes a particular lender, a particular fOl1ula for

computing unearned interest in the event of prepayment, as well as
those other particular details of loan transactions which respondents
have disclosed routinely in the course oftheir business.

, RegulatiQ , promuLgated by the Federal R scrve Hoard to implement the TnJth in Lending Act , rlefmps a
creditor" (who must provide a disclosure statement) as ... . . a person who in the ordinary course of business
regularly extends or 

"'"

ral/g'" Jilr iii" erlcl/. ,i"" "I r""" "",er credit or offers to extend or arrang.' for th extension 0:
!;uch credit " 112 eFR 2(,-2(m) I (emph"sis added:

cti()11 22fU(f) defines . "rr l1ge f()r tr.e extensi()n of credit " as ". , . tu provide or offer to provide consum
credit whiph is or will beextenderl by ar.otherpersol1 under a business or other relat;o()shippur,uanttn which th
person arranging such credit received or wili receiv a f,, . comp "t;ofl , or oth r c()ns;dp, tiofl for such service or has
knowledf!e 0: the credit terms and particip tes in tl,e prepar tio" of the ('()ntra t riocumpnts required in c"nnection
with th ext l1s:(Jn (Jf credit

' , '"
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(5 J The origination agreement which respondents ' customers sign
represents that the broker, for a given fee, will obtain a loan
commitment in a stated amount. (LD. 14) No other loan terms are
specified , but the contract indicates that the broker s commission wjl
be deducted from the loan proceeds. Under these circumstances the
ALJ concluded that it was highly questionable whether respondents
could colJect their commission from a customer who was not wilJing to
consummate a loan for which they had obtained a commitment. (LD. pp.
13- 14)" What is unquestionable, in any event, is that a borrower is
under no obligation to contract for the loan which respondents present.
After reviewing relevant Truth in Lending disclosures the borrower
may conclude that the terms are inadequate. Surely there is no warrant
for concluding that the name of the lender and the formula for
determining the cost of prepayment are any Jess relevant to the
borrower s review of the deal his or her broker has arranged than are
any other terms.

The foregoing construction of Section 226.6(d) is evidently favored
by such precedent as exists , though it would appear that this issue is
(understandably perhaps) not one which has engaged the sustained
interest or even the careful attention of authorities who have expressly
or impliedly dealt with it. In Pedro v. Pacific Plan 393 F. Supp. 315
(N. D. Cal. 1975), cited by complaint counsel, the court concluded:

* '" * the requirement of 12 C. F'. R. S226.6(d), namely, that the broker disclose the
identity of the prospective borrower, is one with which the bmker is required to comply.
(at:J20)

In Ljepava v. M.L. C. Properties, Inc. 51I F.2d 935 (9th Cir. 1975),

the court held, without discussing the "purview" question, that a
mortgage broker s disclosure statement was inadequate because
among other things , he did not explain how charges for late payments
were to be calculated (at p. 942). It is difficult to discern any relevant
difference between the method of computing penalties for late
payment of an installment and that for computing the penalty for
prepayment of the entire loan balance. Both are (6 J terms that come
into play only after a loan has been consummated and the broker s role
is complete , but both are also terms and conditions of the loan arranged
by the broker. See also, Palmer v. Wilson 359 F. Supp. 1099 (KD. Cal.
1973), afld as to liability but remanded for reconsideration of relief;
502 F. 2d 860 (9th Cir. 1974).

The assumption of the California courts regarding the "purview of
the broker s relationship with his customer" is also reflected in a

The judge found th t ". . . trere i no evidence that responderts or any other Virginia hrokers have "ver
collectpd or sued ror the;r brokerage fee r()m a b"rr"wer in the event that the loan transaction , although appruveu by
the lender , was not consummated." (1.0. 141
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Federal Reserve Board opinion letter cited by complaint counseL (FRB
Letter No. 699; CCH Consumers Credit Guide \)30 996 (Special
Releases-Correspondence Transfer Binder, July 19, 1973); see also
FRB Letter No. 929 rCCH Consumers Credit Guide \)31 268 (Special
Releases-Correspondence , October 21 , 1975))J 'While recognizing the
relevance of the Reserve Board letter , the law judge concluded that he
was not bound to adhere to its reasoning. (LD. 8) In an absolute sense
this may be so , but clearly the views of Federal Reserve Board staff as
to the meaning of the Board' s own regulation are to be accorded great
deference Philbeck v. Timmers Chevrolet, Inc. 499 F.2d 971, 976-
(5th Cir. 1974), and especially so where , as here , they coincide entirely
with such limited judicial authority as exists.

We believe that our construction of Section 226.6(d) of Regulation Z
, furthermore , the one most consistent with the purpose of the Truth

in Lending Act itself. As complaint counsel point out, the Act as
originally proposed included no requirement that loan brokers provide
disclosures. Thereafter the proposed legislation was amended to cover
those who narrange" for extensions of credit as well as those who
extend it themselves. In describing the purposes of his amendment its
author stated:

Another amendment would perfect Section 202. Cnder this section only those who
actually extend credit are required to disclose credit costs. However, in terms of
commercial reality, credit arrangements in mortgage transactions are generally arranged
through brokers. These brokers usually extend no credit themselves, but rather pass

upon the credit acceptability of applicants and place the application with lending
institutions.

Further , fraudulent sccond mortgage schcmes frequently involve mortgage brokers
who offer to (7 J consolidate all the homeowner s debts. Another amendment will makc
clear that brokers and others who arrange credit transactions betwccn borrowers and
creditors are included in the disclosure requirements of the bill. 114 Congo Record 1611
(1968)

Any interpretation of Section 226.6(d) must take into account the
manifest purpose of the law to ensure full disclosure of credit terms in
situations involving broke red loans as well as those negotiated by a
borrower directly with a lender.

Respondents argue that in terms of this statutory purpose there has
been no abuse here because all borrowers were apprised of the lender
name and formula for computing unearned interest by the lender
disclosure statement. (See LD. 12) The requirements imposed by
Regulation Z upon a broker appear on their face , however, in no way
dependent upon the nature of any separate disclosure provided by the
lender, and we can find no warrant for so construing them. Thus , a

holding in this case that particular credit terms are outside the purview
of a hroker s relationship with a borrower would unavoidably apply
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with equal force to those situations in which a broker arranges loans
with individual lenders not in the business of making loans and thus not
,ubject to Truth in Lending requirements. In such cases the commer-
cial broker would be the only possible source of Truth in Lending
disclosures , but under the interpretation espoused by respondents and
the ALJ the broker would have no obligation to make them. Such a
construction would entirely defeat the purpose of the law.

(8) While respondents argue that given their manner of operation at
the time of the complaint, our holding here could lead to the wasteful
result of consumers being furnished with identical statements by both
broker and lender, this result is hardly required. As Section 226,6(d)
makes clear, where there is more than one creditor 

in a transaction, all
creditors together may provide a single joint disclosure statement
listing the names of each creditor and including a single recitation of all
necessary credit terms. This alternative has much to commend it in
terms of clarity and economy. Absent joint disclosure, however, we
think that furnishing identical separate disclosures is clearly preferable
to furnishing separate disclosures with random omissions. A consumer
given a single complete disclosure statement will, it is to be hoped , read
reflect upon , and retain it. Given two statements, however, similar or
identical to the casual eye and each purporting to describe the same
loan, even the most devoted comparison shopper may reasonably
conclude that life is too short to study them both, The result of such a
determination is effective nondisclosure of any items omitted from the
statement which the borrower does choose to review and retain.

For all of the foregoing reasons we conclude that the lender s name
and the formula for computing the unearned finance charge in the
event of prepayment, are , like all other tenns of a loan, matters within
the purview of a loan broker s relationship with his customer, within
the meaning of Section 226.6(d) of Regulation Z. Given respondents
knowledge of these terms it was incumbent upon them to disclose them
in their own disclosure statements , and the failure to do so was a
violation of the Truth in Lending Act, and , pursuant to Section 108(c) of
that Act, 15 U. C. 1607(c)(l970), the Federal Trade Commission Act.
(9)

, Whil we canciude th t the "pun' iCII'

.' "'

qujrf'mern or Sed ion 22b_GiJ) does not "perate to exempt a loan broker
fran, rli c:()sing terms of a loan he arrange,; , we must rejept the ALJ' s l' onclusi"n th t sueh an interpretation effectively
robs the "purYiew " requirement or any meaning- One ca readily envision situation in wbicr. two or more le"dec" are
involved in a tr "sartion, one pnJ\.'iding a first mortgage , f"r instance , alld the other 11 second trust. In such c"S1 each
:enuer woulu be ()biiged tu disci() e the terms n: his o",'r, credit exter, io!1, but the purview' requirement m;ght
depending upon the circ t"nces. operate to reEeve cap\! from any ()lJlig tinn to 3ccount for the other s terms , even
given knuwledge of them. We believe it was for such ,ituatiuns that the purview ' requirement ""a, de igned

21G- 969 O- T - 77 - 14
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II. Scope of the Order

Complaint counsel urge that the Commission adopt order provisions
requiring respondents to make all disclosures required by Section 226
of Regulation Z in the manner required by the Section.

It is well established that the Commission "is not limited to
prohibiting ' the illegal practice in the precise form ' existing in the past.
FTC v. Ruberoid 343 U.S. 470 , 473 (1952). This agency, like others , may
fashion its relief to restrain ' other like or related unlawful acts.' Labor
Board v. Exvress Pub. Co. 312 U.S. 426 , 436 (1941)" FTC v. Mandel
Bros. Inc. 359 U.S. 385 , 392; see also Jacob Siegel Co. v. FTC 327 U.

608 , 6II (1946); Fedders Corp. v. Federal Trade Commission (Docket
No. 75-4151; 2d Cir. , January 21 , 1975).

Here the violations involve failure to make certain disclosures required
by Section 226 of Regulation Z , and failure to make certain disclosures
in the manner required by the Regulation. We believe that an
appropriate order should prohibit in the future the withholding of other
Section 226 disclosures , as well as ensuring that all disclosures are
made in the manner required. These are practices closely related to
those involved in the complaint. The purpose of a proceeding of this
sort is to ensure that the full panoply of Truth in Lending disclosures
are made in the uniform manner required by Congress and the Federal
Reserve Board. That purpose can best be served by an order which
prohibits in the future violations kindred to those which have been

shown on the record. The provision proposed by complaint counsel is
further in accord with prior Commission practice in litigated cases
Zoic Corp., et 01. v. FTC 473 F. 2d 1317 (5th Cir. 1973), affg 78 FTC.
II95 (1971), and numerous consent order proceedings , Commercial
Investors , Inc. , et 01. Dkt. No. C-2668 (May 12, 1975 (85 F. C. 858));

Julian L. Levinson, et al. Dkt. No. C-2667 (May 12 , 1975 (85 F.
854)); Ted P. Simopoulos , et aI. Dkt. 1\0. 2666 (May 13 , 1975 l85 F.
873)); Valley Acceptance Corporation, et al. Dkt. No. C-2655 (May 13

1975 r85 F. C. 142)); Roy D. Hanson, et al. Dkt. No. 2664 (May 13

1975 (85 F. C. 865)), and we shall include it in the order of the
Commission (Par. 4). 110 J

III. Liability of hulividual Respondent

While recognizing that the individual respondent was responsible for
the challenged practices of the corporation, the administrative law

judge refused to impose individual liability because he concluded that
there had heen no showing that the individual "had deliberately
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engaged in consumer deception" or "would attempt to evade an order.
(LD. pp. 15- 16)

The purpose of imposing individual liability is to ensure, in a case in
which an individual has been responsible for prohibited activities , that
those activities are not continued by the individual after entry of an
order. Where the corporate respondent is small and under the control
of one or a few individuals, it becomes more likely that prohibited
activities may recur if an order enters only against the corporation. One
reason may be the corporation s relatively minimal exposure to civil
penalty actions. Where a company is thinly capitalized with profits
being diverted quickly to the individuals in control, such individuals
may be much less likely to fear the bite of enforcement action than if
they could be held personally liable. A second reason, and one which is
fully applicable here, is that where a corporation is basically no more
than an extension of one or a few people who control it, it is relatively
easier and more likely that at some point the individuals win choose to

do business in a different corporate setting. In this case , for example
Virginia Mortgage Exchange is litte more than the corporate
embodiment of the individual respondent, employing only a secretary in
addition to him. Under the ALJ's approach , the individual would be
perfectly free to establish a new company through which to extend
consumer loans. Unless such a corporation could be shown to be a
successor" to Virginia :vortgage Exchange , the order proposed by the

law judge would be of no effect.
We can readily accept the judge s conclusion that there has been no

hint of deception in this case. The record reveals no more than an
honest disagreement by respondent over the meaning of a complex

statute. While we thus have little doubt that respondent wil abide by
any order that binds him , the fact remains that were he to organize a
new corporate entity, for legitimate business reasons wholly unrelated
to this case, there might be no binding order left. Under these
circumstances we believe that effective prohibition of the practices
involved in the complaint requires provision for individual liability. See:
Standard Educators , Inc. (11) et al. v. Pederal Trade Commission, 475

F. 2d 401 (D. C. Cir. 1973); Standard Distributon , Inc., et al. v. Pederal
Trade Commission 2II F. 2d 7, 14- 15 (2d Cir. 1954); Peacock Buick

Inc. , et al. Dkt. No. 8976 (Slip op. pp. 18-19; Dec. 19 , 1975 r86 F.
1532 at 1565 J); Coran Bros. Corp. , et al. 72 FTC. I , 24-25 (1957).

We have also included standard "notification " language requiring the
individual respondent to report any changes of business involving the
extension of consumer credit for a period following the effective date
of the order. We do not agree with complaint counsel , however, that the
record demonstrates any need for a provision requiring that respon-
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dents post a sign on their premises alerting consumers to their right to
receive a Truth in Lending disclosure statement. This provision of the
notice order wil, therefore , be omitted.

An appropriate order is appended.

FIKAL ORDER

This matter having been heard by the Commission upon the appeal of
complaint counsel from the initial decision and upon briefs and oral
argument in support thereof and opposition thereto , and the Commis-
sion, for thc reasons stated in the accompanying opinion, having
granted the appeal in part:

It is ordered That pages 1-5; pages 9-10 (titled "Failure to Print
Certain Terms More Conspicuously than Others ); and pages 15-

(titled "Discontinuance ) of the initial decision be , and they hereby are
adopted as the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the

Commission.
Other Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the Commission

are contained in the accompanying opinion.
It is further ordered That the following order to cease and desist be

and it hereby is , entered:

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Virginia Mortgage Exchange , Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and Wiliam L.
Warfield , individually and as an offcer of said corporation, and
respondents' agents, representatives and employees, directly or
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in

connection with any extension or arrangement for the extension of
credit or advertisement to aid , promote , or assist , directly or indirectly,
any extension or arrangement for the extension of consumer credit, as
consumer credit" and "advertisement" are defined in Regulation Z (12

R. 226) of the Truth in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90-321 , 15 U.sC.
I60l et seq. do forthwith cease and desist from:

Failing to identify each creditor as "creditor" is defined in
Section 226.2(m) of Regulation Z , as required by Section 226.6(d) of

Regulation Z.
2. Failing to print the terms "finance

percentage rate" more conspicuously than
required hy Section 226.6(a) of Regulation Z.
3. Failing to disclose the method of computing any unearned

portion of the finance charge in the event of prepayment of the
obligation , as required by Section 22fj.8(b)(7) of Regulation Z.

charge" and "annual
other terminology, as
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4. Failing in any consumer credit transaction or advertisement, to
make all disclosures, determined in accordance with Sections 226.4 and
226.5 of Regulation Z , in the manner, form , and amount required by
Sections 226. , 226. , 226. , and 226, 10 of Regulation Z.

It is further ordered That respondent corporation shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions.

It is fi.,rther ordered That respondents notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance 0 b1igations arising out of the order,

It is further ordered That respondents deliver a copy of this order to
cease and desist to all present and future personnel of respondents
engaged in the arranging for the extension of consumer credit and that
respondents secure a signed statement acknowledging receipt of said
order from each such person.

It is further ordered That the individual respondent named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment, and, for a period of five years from the
effective date of this order, of each affiliation ,, th a new business or

employment involving any extension or arrangement for the extension
of credit or advertisement to aid, promote, or assist, directly or

indirectly, any extension or arrangement for the extension of consumer
credit, as "consumer credit" and "advertisement" are defined in
Regulation Z (12 G.F.R. 9226) of the Truth in Lending Act (Pub.L. 90-
321 , 15 lJ. C. 91601 et seq.

). 

Such notice shall include the address of
the business or employment with which respondent is newly affiiated
and a description of the husiness or employment, as well as a

description of the respondent's duties and responsibilities in that
business or employment.

It is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty (60) days
after the effective date of this order, file with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and fOI1 in which they
have complied with the provisions of this order.


